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Search resumes after trustees nam·ed

President chosen by spring 78?
By DAVID ADAMS

"The Presidental Search Committee has not been disbanded, hut
is working actively on the job of
selecting a new president," said
Burton Williams; dean of social
and behavioral sciences and ·chairman of the search committee.
It was earlier believed that the
search committee had been disbanded because of a lack of Board
of Trustee members to form a
quorum and consider proposals
made to them by the search
committee. ·
The search committee merely
suspended work temporarily until
Governor Dixy Lee Ray named the
new Board of Trustee members.
"The committee was just waiting
for Governor Ray to give us some
board members to work with,"
Williams said.
On September 22, 1976, Dr.
Jam es E. Brooks announced his
resignation as president of Central ·
effective in two years. The search
committee was formed in October
or' 1976 assigned with the task of
finding the proper replacement.
It was during ex-Governor Dan
Evans last term in office that the
Central Board of Trustees worked

with thtl search committee and
was able to accomplish a considerable amount of work necessary for
selecting a new president.
But when Dixy Lee Ray took
over as governor on January 17,
1977, she replaced the old board of

BURTON WILLIAMS
trustees with new members whose
confirmations just became complete on March 29, of this year.
"We just got started when the
Board vanished," Williams said.

The new Board of Trustee
members are: Linda Clifton from
Ephrata; Sentor Henry · Jackson's
ex-aide, Sterling Munro of Wenatc'hee; James Hogan, a Yakima
attorney; and Don Broughton of
Ellensburg.
· On April 8, 1977 the Presidential
Search Committee will meet with
the new Trustee members in a
closed session to discuss items,
questions, and procedures dealing
with the selection of a new
president.
"Hopefully the new president
will be chosen next spring," said
Williams, "But we haven't talked
to the new board yet so I can't
really be sure."
According to Williams the search committee did not like some of
the ideas that the past board had
come up with. "The committee will
ask for some revision of those
ideas if possible." Williams said.
Williams also said that he had a
few questions he wanted to ask the
new board members pertaining to
certain matters dealing with the
presidential search, but would not
go into detail as to what those
questions were.
· Despite whatever problems the
search committee has faced in the

Central housing upped 25%
By ROSE HULSMAN

i

enrollment at Central. Hill said, "If
there were more housing students,
Central's summer· and returning room and board would be considerstudents can expect on-campus ably less."
housing cost increases of about 25
Last year all room and board ,
per cent.
costs went up $145 from the total
The reasons for increased rates · of $1300. This year it is expected
for room a.nd board is be~a~s~ to 1 be increased by about $75 for
food, salaries, fuel and hvmg the academic year. The . main
expenses have been and will reason for next year's increase is
the high fuel rates. The approxicontinue to rise.
Wendell Hill, director of Auxilia- mate amount of increase is not yet
ry Services, said, "Inflation and known because the projections
increasing costs are a par_t of life_:_~ _ I have not been completed.
Another contributing-factor to the
The Board of Trustees at Cenrising costs is in the decreased
will. ,~lish the orop_id

trat

rates at the upco:n:iing meeting in
April
The increase will not affect
those students attending Central
before May 31, 1976. It will not
affect students living off campus in
any way.
Students attending summer school and living on campus can
expect to pay increased housing
for summer quarter, ·which is
when the increase officially goes
into effect. Other students returning in the fall will begin paying
more .housing co~ts in September.

• •

. hopefu I ly .

past, Williams said that, "The
The search committee has, ac: Presidential Search Committee is cording to Williams, the remainder
· intact and will be meeting with the of this year and part of next year
new board members at the next · to pick a new president to replace
meeting."
Brooks.

Campus police revise

parking fine warrants
By DAVID ADAMS
In the March 3, 1977 issue of the
CRIER it was reported that a
student was frisked and handcuffed by Campus Police for failure to
pay parking fines.
Things have changed somewhat
since then and although ·students
are still failing to pay parking
fines, no one will be handcuffed
and frisked by the campus police
when arrested.
The officer assigned to handle
arrest warrants, who wishes to
remain anonymous, said "Procedure has changed from the way
it was and· will not be that way
again. I don't like to operate in
that manner unless extremely
forced to."

like being as cooperative as I
lpossibly can," , the officer said..
"When I serve a warrant, I read it
and everybody is real cooperative,
there are never any real problems."
When the officer went to serve
one warrant, the man who was to
receive the.warrant was not home,
so his wife went to the station with
the officer and paid the fine for her
absent husband.
Another example of this officer's
efforts to work with college students came when one person did
not have any money to pay bail.
The officer took him to the court
house and proceeded to speak on
behalf of the arrestee. He asked
that court not book the young man
and place him in a cell overnight,
the usual procedure when a person
is brought in and unable to pay
bail.

On March 16, there were five
warrants of arrest issued to campus residents, and all were related
Instead, the officer asked the
to parking tickets and failure to
comply with court dates. "They court to allow the arrestee to call a
were issued in the afternoon friend and have him collect the
between 3 pm and 4 pm, with the money ($14) and bail him out. "It
latest at 4:30 pm," the officer said. worked out OK," said the officer,
"It se~med like the only fair thing
"Three were served on the 16th to do
of March and two were served on
Occasionally there are questions
the 17th of the same month," said
the officer. Once a· warrant is concerning the arrest warrants, issued, the officer is obligated to_ doubt as to the person's identity or
serve the warrant and .take the correct location, for example.
person in.
"If there is any doubt about the
Off-campus arrests for parking warrant, I would not serve it, but
violations have numbered 33 since would call the county court to clear
March 13. These arrests are out of up the confusion. "If they tell me
campus police jurisdiction and to bring the person in anyway, I
are handled by the Kittitas County have to because they are the
Sheriff Officers.
courts magistrate," the officer
said.
The officer said that he likes 'to
The officer summed up his
serve warrants at a reasonable
time when court is in regular attitude on his parking warrant
hours and when recipients of the duties this way, "It's a part of my
warrants would not be unneces- job and I would like to see it dw1e
in the best way. So far it has b~
sarily disturbed.
"It's a jobthat has to be done, I 100 per cent cooperation and "'l~' ·~
don't get any pleasure out of it. I think it will stay that way."

On the Inside:
Drama professor retires . . . . . . . . . . . pg. 3
It's a happen in'
new music column

.. pg. 8

Decriminalization of pot delayed~ .. pg. 13
'Charlie Brown'
WILDCAT IN WONDERLAND--Fr-;~hman ·Linda Heinichen has just completed a mural ·for the
Student Development Office. "People in the office wanted me to put different thini:!s in it," the young
artist-noted. This include.<!P~~n Don Guy's 'rubber duckie.'
(Paul Fridlund photo)
·

... pg. 15

Nicholson gains new award ... · ... pg. 18
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Student voting

's you~]

NEW Hohl£

BOYS~!

~'outstanding'

•

The Spring Board of Control and turnout was outstanding."
Elected officials on the BOC will
Campus Judicial Council election
- results are now in. They are: BOC: take office next fall. This provides
; Position #1, Richard Dietz; Posi. for the indoctrination of new
f tion #2, David Thomason and members concerning the governPosition #3, Charles McClure. Cam- mental process here at Central.
pus Judicial Council: Position #1, Members on the Campus Judicial
.Kay Carpenter; Position #2, Dave Council will also be taking office
!\'foyer and Position #3, Ken Smith. next fall. All BOC and CJC terms
This election which occurred are for one calendar year.
This election was the second
~ during spring quarter registra). tion, was marked by a substantial time that the ASC held its elecincrease in the number of voters in tions during the class registration
an ASC election. It has been period.
Special note was given to Scott
determined that nearly 1100 students took the time to vote. BOC Fitzgerald for the running of the
Executive Manager John Drink- elections by the BOC at their last
.water said that "This quarter'~ !lleeting _held T~~rs., March 31._

The Campus Police Department
wishes to remind all students
about the Washington Administrative Code 106-124-801 which
states no animals (dogs, cats, etc.)
will be allowed in any college
operated building.
The code also states all dogs on
campus grounds shall be under
direct physical control leashed by
their owner. Pets not leashed or
left unattended by their owner
shall be subject to fines · determined under city ordinances.
Chief Brickley of_ the Campus
Police Department said, "We're
interested in the animals who
create disturbances. Goldfish and
!>irds are not in that category."

.......

''

'
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* HISTOl\ICAL ~Olt.

Sl_TE ON WH IC 1-4 HOLrYI c.s
. 0 l~fN& _\..JAs BUILT.

Horse· rustler settles first in 1848

By CLINT ROBBINS

No fairer vale was ever sung,
NQ better theme could poet
The only other exclusions are
know,
entertainment purposes and lab
Or far, or near, for pen or
.
experiments.
tongue,
The only other related code is
Than picture in the morning
WAC 106-116-10101 regarding an.
glow,
imal traffic. It states it shall be
Our valley home, inviting allunlawful for any person to drive,
Environed by a mo~tain wall.
lead, walk, or ride any cattle,
horses, or beasts of burden on any
So reads the first stanza of a
of the lawns, beds, sidewalks,
poem titled "Kittitas Valley" writmalls, service drives or · parking ten in the early 1880's by a Yakima
lots of Central except as authorresident named Mattie.
ized by permit by the Campus
According to W.D. Lyman's
Police Chief for parades and
large 1919 book History of the
college sponsored activities.
Yakima Valley, however, the early
The Campus Police Department
history of Ellensburg is hardly as
is charged with enforcing this
elegant as the description Mattie
statute and in view of violations of - gives to the Kit_titas Valley.
this type on the in-c rease, the
A man "commonly known as
compliance and cooperation of the
'Bud; " was the 1frst settler on the
college COil}!_llUnity is important.
location of Ellensburg, arriving in
1868 just before two other men
came from the Manashtash.
Bud was a renegade horse thief
who lost "His life in connection
with too close an attachment to
some other man's horses," says
Lyman's volume. In 1870, though,
the town's history picks up with
the building o_f a trading post by A.
J~ Splawn which later came to be
called "Robber's Roost."
John Shoudy came a year later
and, perceiving "the adaptability
of the location (of the trading post)
for the center of what was obviously going to be a rich and
attractive country," purchased the
young business from Splawn.
On July 20, 1875, John and Mary
Ellen Shoudy's eighty acre plot
was recorded. The Shoudy's, as
most of the pioneers in the area,
probably made their own coffee
when the drink was short .. by
drying and browning oats, peas
and-barley. They would put molasses in this mixture. This was their
coffee."

Join us April 12

in SUB _206 at 5:30

to · find out what we ore
doing.

•

Ellensburg history told

Pet code stated
By ROSE HULSMAN

Eta Xi C.h apter

Alpha Phi Omegq

a co-ed National Service Fraternity

_ EHensburg, the spelling of which ended with and "h" for quite
some time in that period, was
· named for Mrs. Shoudy.
Her husband became the city's
father in 1875 as he laid claim to
"the 'original town of Ellensburgh' ... (and it) embraced twentyfour blocks on the west half of the
northeast quarter of section two,
township seventeen north, range
eighteen east. Willamette base
and meridian."
The Kittitas Wau Wau was the
first newspaper of any kind and
cost nothing, turning out forty or
fifty issues at a time. Appearing on
a typewritten sheet, the paper was
established by Harry Bryant and
contained "news and advertisements of the town."
Says Lyman, "The· first real
newspapers were owned by Mr. D.
J. Schnebly and Mr. R. A. Chadd."
The former started The Localizer
in 1883 less than one month after
Chadd's Standard appeared.
Washington became a state in
1889 and Seattle, Spokane and
Ellensburg suffered .great fires in
that year to add to the misery of
the depression from then until
1897. Ellensburg received its inferno on Independence Day and "it
has been estimated that the two
hundred houses .and ten brick
blocks with their contents and all
the other property destroyed by
the fired were of an aggregate
value of not less than two million
dollars."
D.A. Holbrook climbed to the
top of a building "at the imminent
risk of his life" and rescued a sick
resident to become one of the fire's
many heroes. Lyman notes that a
"furious gale was blowing at the
time and water was scarce ... " in
sounding a description of the sate
of things in Ellensburg today,
although the fire happened 88
years ago.

THIS WEEKS SWEEPSTAKES
108224
i RICK
105541
I MILDRED 108578
i DAVID 108776
!GREG
108131
!
. LARRY 109761
105253
: LINDA
109339
: MIKE
. ROGER 109001
109311
' JENNY
105070
105503
CATHY 109180
ROXANN 105496
TIM
105266

CINDY
JEFF
LORI
JOHN
JEFF

105499
109376
105272
108113
107231

CARRIE 105229
PAULA 105133
TERESA 105168
SHERRI 106929
109124 .
GREG
RON
JEAN
SAM
FRANK
CLAY

109019
109031
109252
105033
105174

•

WENDY
DAVE
CINDY
JUNE
TIM

109736
109423
106830
l05135
109161

MICKI
GREG
BRUCE
BART
JAKE

107222
106506
105584
108568
108431
107224
l09 753
105354
106805
106805
109379

109291
105294
105456
106885
105478

STEVE 106630
STEVE 105018
SUE
106978
KEN 105258
JIM
106874

109350
109083
108424
107069
108040

TIM
109313
CRAIG 106897
DAVID 106994
JANICE106957
ROGER 105227

LAMIE
105278
LOUANNE 106690
ROGER
105101
DAVE
109972
109150
STEVE

BOB
108047
SHANE 109428
MIKE 105054
RICK 107074
ANITA 106983

~•......;;i~"().., DAVE

105375
109269
STEVE 105475
STEVE
108141
BRIAN
109077
JODY
MIKE 105007
108036
PAT
108010 LOU · 106620
RON105408 KAROL 105702
DAN
106539 STEVE 105533
DOUG 106909 ART
109403
PHIL
LIBBY 105003
105157
JIM
105097 GREG 105146
SHERRI 109080 PETE
DAN
108004 CATHY 108596
107157
TED
109957 ANNE 109071

RANDY
CLAYTON
ED
SCOTT
BOB

•

Another newspaper, the Ellensburg Capital, had begun operation
two years before the "great fire" .
in honor of the expected prestige •
the early Ellensburgers were going to get "as to the future official
status of the metropolis of the •
Kittitas."
Unfortunately, continues - Ly- ·
man, Ellensburg did not become
the site for the state capital and, •
perhaps fittingly, many of the
business estabishments (e.g., a ·
restaurant, a drug store, etc.)
which had been named in honor of •
capital status were destroyed in
the fire.
"W .J. Bryan himself passed
through the city on his tour of the •
Northwest and paused for a visit
and a speech" in 1890's election
year in which Ellensburg's still
large number of populists and •
progressive Democrats nevertheless lost out to the Republicans
_£llong_ wit}!__ th~~st of the country.
In 1910 the constitutional a- •
mendment dealing with women's
suffrage appeared for the third
time before the voters and was
successful in Kittitas County by •
over 260 votes (629-396) and
Lyman points out that the all-male
voters' turnout was very poor for •
this issue.
_ Two years later the Socialist
party candidate did very nearly as
well in Kittitas County as the e
Republican and Democratic candidates and much better than the
Pr&hibition Party candidate.

•

Books for
the young

•
•

The Association of American
Publishers, Inc. gave 250 paperback books to the Curriculum
Laboratory in the new library at •
Central. They were on display in
the library lobby in January and
early February 1977. They are
now available for check-out for •
one-week loan. The books are in
the Curriculum area.

The books are arranged on •
shelves alphabetically by author,
and an abbreviated author-title
catalog is available in one drawer
of the Curriculum card catalog. No•
card entries will be made in the
first floor main card catalog, but a
list by author and by title is kept •
at the Reference desk.
These were selected from several paperback publishers as appropriate for children and high •
school students. They are in print
and would be available for purchase by school libraries. The
display represents a selection of
inexpensive books of contemporary interest which teachers, parents and librarians could make
available to young people or which
youngsters might buy' for themselves.

P~g_e
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Drama
prof.
retires,
cites end
·
c
0 f areer
.

By DAVID KATT

Hazel Dunnington, associate
professor of speech and drama at
Central, will retire at the end of
1977.
The Kittitas Valley native has
been on the Central staff since
1956 teaching creative dramatics,
oral interpretation of children's
literature, c0mmunication and
drama in the elementary schools.
Her love for creative drama
began as an undergraduate at
Central. Later she. attended
Northwestern University where
she studied under Winifred Ward,
a noted child dramatist, with main
concentration in children's drama
and literature. She has also done~
further graduate work at the
University of Washington.
Dunnington feels her work in
creative drama has been very
rewarding. "Creative dramatics
gives one the practice to build self
development by interacting with
others. It also facilitates language
development · and breaks down
many inhibitions that stop us from
having a lot of fun," said Dunnington.
Dunnington has been very active in a number of state and
nat.ional speech an~ theatr~ organzatlons and co-edited, with her
sister Geraldine Siks, Children's
Theatre and Creative Dramatics.
The book.was written in 1961 and
is widely used around the country,
considered a leader in its field.
Dunnington has also written
several adaptations and has
listings in both the Directory of
American Scholars and Contemporary Authors.
· Dunnington prefers to talk about people other than herself.
Dunnington, whose husband died
in 1952, became both a father and
mother to her two sons, David and
Robert.
There is excitement in her voice
when she talks about her sons,
who are both avid mountain
climbers. David recently climbed
Mt. Rainier. Bob' is now studying

to be an orthodontist in Teaneck,
New Jersy, and David will graduate from the University of Washington Medical School in June.
She says her mother resides in
Thorp on property that has been
owned only by her mother's family
and Northwest Indians.
Dunnington has been involved
for years in community work.
During World War II she worked
with servicemen for two years in
India and six months in China as a
member of the recreation division
of the American Red Cross.
"I like to help others", she says.
Dunnington has been . active in
many organizational drives including The American Cancer
Fund, American Red Cross, Cystic
Fibrosis, UGN, YMCA ·Fund and
the Washington State Heart Association.
A fellow mem her of the drama
department, Milo Smith, had this
Lo say when asked about what
type of person Dunnington is: "She
is quite a gal. A perfectly wonderful human being. She is very
quietly thoughtful. She is the kind
of person who will do nice things
for you, send you presents or write
you congratulatory notes. She will
do nice things for people and they
won't even know it."
She plans to keep busy during
retirement by doing one of her
favorite pastimes, traveling. A
trip to Ireland next year will
probably be her next excursion.
Dunington, who has traveled the
world, would also like to return to
India to observe the changes that
have taken place since World War
II. She also .plans to devote more
time to her flower garden and fruit
trees.
When asked if she would choose
the same career again, Dunnington said, "I think I would. I truly
believe in the fundamental, deep
seated value of . self-expression
which is basic in the field of
creative dramatics. Each person's
idea spark~__ or t_riggers ideas in

.

Hazel Dunnington uses visual aids way to emphasize a S!Ory (photo
to show her students the correct by George May].
. other people's minds and as a
· result of that, there is an enrichment of your own experience as
you catch the ball and bounce it
back, and adding another element
of creative thinking to it."
Faculty members and students
alike will miss Hazel Dunnington's
warm kindhearted manner. The
dedicated humanitarian has always put in many extra hours
about and beyond the c~l of duty,
both as an instructor and as human
being.

,

I

She received a Washington
State Speech Association distinguished service a ward. in 1973 and
has recently been nomimited for
the Distinguished '.l'eaching
Award.

Takara' s

Peugeot's

Bicy cles •Repairs • Sall!J • Seryic~
Closed Monday's 307 N. Main ·• . 925-3326
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List

Sale

740
349
399
499

599
279
349439

Item

List

Sale

Sansui SC2000W [NEW]
Superscope CD302A [NEW]

190

Teac
Sony
Sony
Sony

920 multtple·play
manual turntable

..

.

Item

ADVE'T Model 3 Speakers
'.:I

FINANCING
AVAILABLE ...

Add tape to your system NOW!
Ree I to ree I decks:

The Ultimate Starter System *

A2300SD [Dolby] [demo]
TC353D [demo]
TC377 [demo]
TC645 [demo]

Cassette decks:

H

M7 5 Cartridge
_
This great sounding, great looklng system brings true component sound with I
reach of a lot of people I It's flexible, too··add tape or extra speaker,, when·
'ever you wls.~.• __
$440 Value
FREE delivery and Installation, If you wl1h. FINANCING avail•
able on approved credit: $65 :18 down, 24 monthly payments
of $13.36. 12% Interest, total delivered prlce-$386.42.

NOW

Cartridges: Least
expensive way to
upgrade your soundsl
List

*The coast's best·known dealer offers the same systems, at the same
prices, but with the le11 expensl~• Sansui 221 receiver.
- Your BEST buys are RIGHT HEREI

Audio Technica AT13E
Grado FCR
Audio Technic ATUE
Stanton 681EEE
ADC-XLM II

Super electronics:

65
25
45
90
100

2so

229

139

Tape:
Item

List

Sale

TDK-SD-C90 [3 or more] 2.69 ea 1.79 ea
Sale TDK-SD-C90 [3 or more] 3.99 ea 2.99 ea
Maxell UD·C90 w/
3/$15 3/$9.99
29.95 FREE CASE-While they last!
95
17.95ti--------------65
69

Speakers:
List Sale Turntable packages:
]
h
Item
List .Sale
List Sale JBL L65, [d
s , emo : eac
$462 $35 Sony PS-2350 [demo], Empire 2000E-III crtg.
230 149
Sansui 9090 receiver: llO watts/ch [demo] 750 499 ~TR EX:-Ssd[~m?]:te;:~.
h 89 :~Yamaha Yp450 [demo], Audio Technica AT13EA crtg.225 149
800 599
oneer oun
roJeC
· s: eac 80
Phillips GA212 [demo], Shure M91ED crtg.
230 169
Technics SA5760 rec'r [NEW] 165 w/ch!
lSO 119 8.1.C. 980 [demo], wd. base, cover, Empire 2000 E-111297 189
Yamaha CRIOOO amplifier [demo]: 70 w/ch! 850 699 Sony SU-2000 [demo]: each
_ _ _ _ _ _ __:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _._.,..':"":"'_--:'-:-----------tGarrard 9908, wd base, cover, Shure M91ED [NEW] 251 149
More amps & receivers
Headphones:
8.E.C. 920, Shure M753CS crtg. [NEW]
127 .79
Item
List Sale Item
List
Sale Item

·Technics SA5060 rec'r [demo]
Sony STR 7045 rec'r 30w/ch [demo]
Harman/Kardon TA600 rec'r, 38 w/ch [NEW]
Pioneer SX950 rec'r [demo]
Harman/Kardon A401 amplifier, 20 w/ch [NEW]

180
370
400
600
185

149 Koss Pro-4-AA [NEW] 65
269 Koss VFR [demo]
75
279 Pioneer SE205 [NEW] 25
449
149

34.95
49.95
14.95

3
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·c ·e ntra I dOwns W eStern
holds Evergreen lead

Banana 'Split'

Central jumped out in front of · up the first win on Saturday then
the Evergreen Conference North- took advantage of fine pitching to
ern Division last weekend by take the . nightcap.
sweeping a three-game series from · ·
Western Washington here.
Two errors in the final inning
The Wildcats, now 5-1 in league led to three Central runs in picking
and 11-6 overall, downed the up the come-from-behind victory.
Vikings 9-4 in a nine inning contest With Central behind 4-1 in the fifth
on Friday and then took a 6-5 and innning, back to back home runs
3-2 decision in a twinbill on by Joe Hornstein and Rick
Saturday.
Mitchell then walked and Mike
Sophomore Greg McDonald! Ammerman reached first on an
poked three hits, including a error. McDonald then singled to
homer to drive in three runs to drive in two runs. The final run
spark the Wildcats. Another soph- was scored by Roger Karnofski's
omore Mike Beeson contributed single.
three hits.
Jim Van Lith went eight innings
With the score tied at three in
the sixth inning, Central exploded for. the Wildcats before receiving
with four runs to put the game help from Rusty McEwen. Van
away. Tim Crawley started the Lith struck out seven and walked
fireworks with a single, with · five during the windy afternoon.
Central used a little luck to pick
Beeson then doubling him home.
Third Basemen: Tom Crawley, Rick Mitchell then ·walked and up the first win on Saturday then
Mike Ammerman reached first on took advantage of fine pitching to
~enior, Edmonds; Jerry . Flink,
junior, Spokane; Von Heinricher, an error. McDonald then . singled take the nightcap.
junior, Centralia, and Greg Mc- to ·drive in two runs. The final run
was scored by Roger Karnofski's
Donald, sophomore, Yakima.
Two errors in the final inning
led to three Central runs in picking
Outfielders: Mike Ammerman, single.
Jim Van Lith went eight innings up the come-from-behind victory.
junior, Prosser; Joe Beltico, junior, Hoquiam; Joe Hortstein, se- for the Wildcats before receiving With Central behind 4-1 in the fifth
nior, Wapato; Mark Kramer, se- help from Rusty McEwen. Ban inning, back to back home runs by
nior, Yakima; Rick Mitchell, senior .Lith struck out ·seven and walked Joe Hornstein and Rick Mitchell
Wenatchee, and Roger Valentine, five during the windy afternoon. allowed the Wildcats to get within
Central used a little luck to pick striking distance.
junior, Mount Vernon.

Coach Fredericks;
Team f~els 'solid overall'
Bolstered by recruitment of
pitchers, Central's baseball team
opened its season with a split in
the Banana Belt Tournament ·· at
Lewiston, Idaho.
The Wildcats tasted defeat,
struggled to a tie and grabbed
their first 1977 . victory in the
tourney's first three games.
"We are going to be a lot
stronger, both in ability and depth,
in our pitching staff," Coach Gary
Frederick said.
Early season observers see senior right-hander Mike Crandell,
from Edmonds, and senior righthander Ben Richenberg, a transfer
student from Portla.nd State University, as among the squad's top
moundsmen. Crandell had a 6-0
record last year with the 'Cats and
Richenberg was the winning pitcher for the Cheney Studs in the
natjonal Casey · Stengel Tournamen(last .year.
Le~ding left handers on the
pitching team may be Jim Page, a
junior from Yakima, and newcomer Jim Van Lith, from Ontario,
Ore. Others recrutied for the
pitching staff are Dave Lukens,
Fairfield, Calif., junior, and Ken
Aries,. sophomore transfer from
Centralia Community College,
both right-handers.
Among other top outfield hopefuls are veterans Mike Ammerman, a Prosser junior; Mark
Kramer, Yakima senior who hit
.350 last year, and Joe Hornstein,
a senior from Wapato. A top
transfer outfielder is Roger Valentine, a junior form Skagit Valley
Commuqity College

Increase your readl

Western came back with one
run in the sixth, but singles by
Beeson and Hornstein in the
seventh put the tieing runs on the
basepaths. Mitchell then hit a
towering flj ball to right field
which advanced Beeson to third.
Ammerman then hit a grounder to
third base which was bobbled to
Joad the bases. Greg McDonald
then hit a grounder third and the
throw to home was late, knotting
the game a five. Karnofski's single
up the · middle then scored
Ammerman to end the game.
In the .night cap, senior righthande~ Mike Crandell limited the
Vikings to hut five hits, striking
out seven in allowing only one
earned run.
Central will trek to Lewiston,
Idaho Saturday for a doubleheader
with Lewis and Clark College. On
Tuesday the Wild cats will go west
of the mountains to tangle with
Pacific Lutheran Univeristy in
T~coma. Next home action will be
Friday, April 15 for a three-game
series against Eastern.

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST will
do theses, term papers, course
work, etc. Call Gail 963-2803;
after 5: 925-1727.

eed as much as 100%1

Chris Walsh,

Engineering

"It's really boring to read the way
most people are taught. This way,
you look at a page of print-you
see the whole page. It's great!"

\:

Wenatchee junior Jerry Flink is
considered a strong .h itting prospect, and utility player Roger
Karnofske, a senior from Kelso, is
back after laying off a year. He hit
.295 in 1975.
The squad's tentative roster is:
Catchers: Doug Kanyer, freshman, Cle Elum; Greg Le Clair,
senior, Seattle; Stan Renecker',
senior, Yakima and Darren Smith,
freshman, Bremerton:
Pitchers: Ken Aries, sophomore, Belfair; Mike Crandell, senior Edmonds, Bill Harrison, freshman, Ephrata; Jim Klampher,
junior, Ellensburg; Dave Lukens,
Junior, Fairfield Calif.; Dale Lund,
junior, Brerherton; Rusty McEwen, soph~more, Toledo; Jim
_, Page, juni~r, . y~kima; Gary Pape,
~{;·;Jr,eshman, "'faeoma; Ben Richen-

.~:~·:%~. '!J/1_~:!/'
',
~-:'1)_'~~. sE7nior, Grangeville, Idaho;
·Andy Riche~\ · sophomore, Grand~.
view; Jeff Solscheid, freshman,
Seattle; Mark Van Etier, senior,
Enumclaw and Jim Van Lith,
Onta-rjo, Ore·gon.
. First Bas.einen: Mike Baker;
senior, Longview, and Roger Karnofski, senior, Kelso.
Second' Basemen: Mike Beeson,
sophomore1Yakima; Tim Crawley,
senior, Edmonds, and Tim Hjel~a.~.. sophomore, s 'e attle: - -· . . Snortst~p;- .Titn Eckstrom, sop•. komQli.e, · Jlort Orchard; Marty
:taw~e.nce, .' senior, Cowiche, and
-' 'Rifn ~~! - ~_eqior Silve1'd-ale.
"i '

'

'
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Jeni Malara,

Student
"I had C's in high school.
After Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynamics, I was able
to maintain an A average'.'

John Futch,

Law Student
"With 60 briefs a week, the
average student takes all week
to prepare for class. In an
evening, I'm finished'.'

Jim Creighton,

Richard St. Laurent,

Teacher
"I was skeptical, but now I'm
reading around 2300 words a
minute. Puts you that much
ahead of everyone else'.'

Student
"It's easy. Once you
know how to do it, it's
super easy!"

All it .takes is one free ·lesson and you can zip through homework a lot faster. In fact,
you can cut your .study time almost in half! Hard to believe? Put us to the test. Come
and discover tlw secrets to easy speed reading, better concentration, greater
. . ·. ·
comprehension. These copyrighted techniques, taught in over 300 cities throughout the
U.S. No gimmicks. No obligation. It's easy. Ifs fuR If works.

Get itwhile it's.stll free!
Last 2 days

:oo Central_Washing~Brl. Stote College
4:00
SUB. ·. Ro~rn 269
.. 8:00
12

·Today and tomorrow

'Ci>EVELYN·WOODREADING DYNAMICS
__

·

.

0

8opynght 197~ Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics. Inc
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To the editor

Tax Day
offsets C0$T

As we approach another Tax
Day (April 15), there are a couple
of bills pending in the House of
Representatives which will be of .
' interest to many · students and
faculty members of Central Washington State College.
.
Some 54 million Americans are
' hit· with an income tax penalty of
up to 20 percent because they are
single, o-r because they are married with both partners working.
1
The Committee of Single Taxpayers (C0$T) has been working for
several years to eliminate this
• inequity. To accomplish this goal.
Rep. Ed Koch has again introduced HR 850 in the House Ways
and Means Committee.
• Also pending in Ways and
Means is HR 84, introduced by
· Rep. Herb Harris. whic~ would
make a beginning toward income
1 tax equality for renters. similar to
what has for so long been available
to homeowners.
Anyone interested in more int formation about these bills is
urged to send a long, self-addressed stamped envelope to me at the
address below. mentioning that
~ this letter was read in the Campus
Crier. Thank you.
Sincerely,
~ Lee Spencer
Box 4330
,Arlington, Virginia 22204

Unravel

· my morale

•

Mr. Gary Fisher deserves to be
complimented for his willingness
to explore a topic sueh as "faculty
morale" with its many emotional
and all encompassing corr,iponents
which are undeniably related: The
many related issues cause difficul- .
-ty when they are discussed super·
ficially in a wide ranging story
such as the March 3, 1977, Crier
article on faculty morale.
' In my opinion several assumptions were made in the article
which are, at the very least.
debatable. The first debatable
assumption is that there is a
one-to-one relationship between
contacts with prospective students
by fa,culty and college admissions
personnel and student's choice of
college. The results of surveys
conducted to find out why students come to Central because of
its size and location, because we

a

offer desired programs, and because a college degree is important
to the student. When students
were · given the . opportunity to
rank 30 potential reasons for
attending Central, the first four
reasons selected were those noted
above; talk with a CWSC Admission's officer was ranked 27th.
The most important "attracting"
influences were person.al visits by
the prospective student and personal contacts by a student already attending.
A second debatable assumption
in the article is that little contact is
made with the state legislature.
Briefly. Central is represented at
the weekly Interinstitutional Council of Legislative Officer's meetings in Olympia. Several members
of the Central community, including student and faculty representatives, have testified before legislative committees this year.
President Brooks is actively involved with not only local legislators, but -with legislators from
throughout the state on a continuing basis. Legislators not only
have standing invitations to visit
the campus, but they have been
encouraged to do so. In fact, one
legislator and his wife arranged to
stay in one of our dorms t:furing the
state-wide student legislative session which was l}eld on Central's
campus during spring break.
The third, and perhaps most
debatable, assumption is apparently that we have little _to feel
good about on this campus. We
have much to be proud of including
a quality faculty with more than 75
percent terminal degrees - 91.2
percent of the faculty in the School
of Natural Science and Mathematics have doctorates; 85.4 percent of the faculty in th.e School of

Social · and Behavioral Sciences
have doctorates; an excellent physical plant with fifty percent of the
. building space constructed . since
1966 including a new library
seating 1,000 which was built in
1975; a dedicated, concerned, and
cooperative staff; · an excellent
student body with- quality leadership at all levels; and, a retention
rate of academically students of
lower ability. As you might guess,
this is only a partial listing; a
complete listing would require a
letter much longer than the total
length of this one.
I hope that my · intentions in
writing this letter are not misinterpreted. I am not intending to
be critical. but only to ask that
additional information be considered. Expressions of concern such
as those raised in Mr. Fisher's
article are legitimate and should
lead to proposed solutions for
discussion and eventual action. In
my opinion, we will all be more
effective if we focus our energies
on the "good" things we are doingwhile we work cooperatively to
influence those problem areas
which hinder us in fulfilling our
responsibilities ·to the citizens of
the state.
Sincerely- yours,
Jimmie R. Applegate
Special Assistant to
the President

last Saturday the first Mission Bell though someone must have seen
was found with its petals closed such an item making an exit! It is
tight against the last chill of unfortunate that such things diswinter and you can bet the Butter appear because the room had just
Cups and Shooting Stars will soon been opened in order for students
follow.
to enjoy furnishings they helped to
All these signs also indicate that purchase with their student and
the time for the 7th Annual activity fees. It is also unfortunate
Yakima River Glean Up is near. that a few people in the college
Knowing that, a meeting has been community require the adminisscheduled on April 7, at 3:30 pm in tration to impose security measthe SUB new main office meeting ures in order to prevent such
room. The purpose of this meeting losses of property. So, once again,
will be to organize this year's certain rooms must be scheduled
event.
. for use and after working hours
We -are looking forward to those same rooms will be locked
working with you again and antic- up. Welcome back to reality.
ipate sharing a day on the river. Don Guy
Mike McLeod
Acting Dean of Student
Don Wise
Development
SUB Main Office
· 963-1515

OVERTONS
Tropical Fish· ,

Bean ottack

bags robber
· Has anyone seen a large, striped, red and black, fuzzy bean bag
lately? One was taken from a
room in the SUB during the first
week of ~e_~~~ _quart~r even

~II aquarium

&

fish supplies

Hours: noon to 6 pm

962-9166

Rte. 3

llc1tri 2 lliles ..... Of

ON W1:tll&t H'•lf Oa Willlll er1t11 ·hM

closed Sun. & Mon~

Clean-up
_meets today
Those of us who have been to
the river recently c·a nnot help but
notice the approach of spring. Just

I

PJ s

f.»Tbecued 13eef-with chi~ w.d pota.tO

~'\ad-1.77

5oup and 6ala-d 1'o~rd

.offers hair designs
and products ideal f~r spring,
for both men and women

5oup ~nd S~\a.d.....•.. 1.Z.7
Served
t;ouri of ooup. . . . . . . . . . .bO
with,
~ ·Green Sa.lid. .......... 75
6ad~
Chef 6~b.d ............ .2.50 . 1Jre~
.Shr~mp Sa.lad.,. ...... 2.50 -

f

Shnmp Coclu:Mt. ..... .1.25

'French, 1000Tu1and, 't)leu Chee&e,or Italian ~

A Bowl of Z'&xinMed Mushroom& ... 1.00

De&Serr-~~~~ ~~~~ ~~~ee1t )

PJ.,s

Call for an
appointment

962-2550

hair designers
of 3rd &Sampson

.4th Annua-1

"Bean Sale'

.••the $200 Bean

'Tear after year11 semester
I after semester., the
CollcgcMaster ·froni
Fidelity Union Life has
been tile most accept~
most popular plan on ·
campuses all over America.

Find out why.
Call

th~ CollegeMaster~

Field Associate
in your area:

·.:·· ..

~JY~
::•"'
"

.
.

.~ ·

Dick FeBow
925-4177

,

,

..

. . ..

.
.

COllegeMaste(

GUESS THE CORRECT-NUMBER OF
BEANS IN THE JUG ON DISPLAyIN OUR WINDOW & WIN A
$200 GIFT CERTIFICATE I
Don Clemans
925-4175

Guys •••
shirts from $2.99
SWEATERS
-1/2 Price

Glrla •••

Price

SWEATERS

V2

$2.99

JEANS

$5.99

PANTS

$14.99
$5.99·
$12.99

,_·~
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Sample shows depressed spirit

Faculty morale surveyed
By GARY FISHER
In conclusion to the , faculty
morale series, this reporter took a
survey of Central faculty members
to determine their views and
concerns.
Thirty-five faculty members of
various departments were polled:
· Seven questions were asked and
their responses are as follows.
1. Do you feel there is adeQuate
housing for faculty members in
Ellensburg? 25-yes, 10-no.
2. Do you feel there are enough
social activities for you to indulge
in? 24-yes, 11-no.
_3. How would you rate faculty
morale: good-6, fair-6, bad-4, very
bad-9, poor-5, and very· low-5.
4. Do you think the administration is doing something about
faculty morale? 25-no, 10-yes.
5. Do you think legislators are
aware of what faculty members do
at Central? 33-no, 2-yes.
6. Do yo~ t~in~ there i~ interac-

tion between faculty members of
various departments? 24-yes, 11no.
My last question dealt with the
most serious problem leading to
faculty morale. Some of the responses were:
1. Communication
2. work , loads and salaries
3. Inadequate recognition of
merit
4. Lack of interest on the par't of
"the sLtident body
5. No pay raises
6. Heavy work loads
7. Budget cutbacks
8. Saiary increases n~ tied to
the cost of living
9. Promotions
10.- Declining enrollment
11. Job security
12. Feelings of success and
recognition
13. Job insecurity
14. Feeling that the administration is not doing enough for faculty
m'e mbers ·

DOMES
NORTHWEST
WE ADVISE, DESIGN
- &BUILD DOMES
• CUSTOM DOME HOMES. POITAILE DOMES
PERFECT FOR THE COLLEGE STUDENT
SHELLS & CONSULTING

659-6729

Spring Quarter

Jeans

15. More administrators and less
faculty each year
16. General fear of low self
esteem on the part of Central
17. I_ntransient administration
Although the writer polled 35
faculty members, some answers on
the above list were repeated by
t.hem.
On & personal note, the writer
talked and interviewed many Central faculty members: and got the
same message: faculty morale is
bad and it will be getting worse in
the future. It's hard to tell, but one
thing is imagined from the writer's
point of view, as a student, it is
bound to show up in the classroom.

H.A.believe it or not
I
.
.
*The housefly is man's living
compani,on throughout the world.
It carries over 60 disease-causing
organisms, including some of the
great killers of the world.
*120 eggs laid on April 15 would
mean 5,598,720,000,000 flies by
Sept. 10 of the same year.
*The development of central heating -. means . the fly can carry on
breeding throughout the ' winter
in cold climates. It takes only two
to three weeks for an egg to
become an adult fly.
*A fly from a slum area can carry
over three and one-half million
bacteria on the outside of its body
alone.
*A fly defecates once ever four

and a half minutes.
*A fly will eat and breed in any
organic waste or excretement. r
*This is what happens when a fly
lands on your food:
Flies can't eat solid food so to.
soften it up they vomit on it:
Th~n they stamp the vomit in
until it's liqt!id, usually stamping
in a few germs for good measure. •
Then when it's good and runny,
they suck it all back again probably dropping some excretement at
the same time.
•
And then, when they've finished
eating, it's your turn!
These facts 'have been brought
to you by your campus Health'
Action club.

..

·Urban center offers culture
For persons interested in teaching students from different economic, ethnic and cultural backgrounds, or those who would like
to work out of the Seattle Public
School District's Central area
Schools for a year, perhaps the
Urban
Center
Multi-Cultural
teacher preparation program may
be an option.
The Urban Center Teaching
Option includes an eight-month
exposure to inner city conditions
in schools as part of the year of
training. The eight months are
divided in the following areas:

Course work includes Ed. 440 and
Ed. 448.
-2. September Classroom Experience
Students are assigned to a classroom in an urban center school to
become acquainted with preparations necessary for beginning
school in -the fall, classroom management responsibilities and the
relationship and function of the
school in the community. Course
work includes Ed. 300.

3. Fall Quarter Block Of Learning
Includes classroom work and appropriate laboratory experiences
related to studying- child growth
1. August Field Experience
and development, learning and
Acquaints the students with the evaluation, curriculum materials
sociological, psychological, and en-- and methods of tea~hing and the
vironmental conditions affecting culture of poverty. Course work
the lives of school age children in includes Psy. ·309, Psy 310, Ed. 311
the urban center community.
and Ed. 499.

,,

4. Student Teaching Experience
Commences during the Winter or
Spring Quarters in one of th~
Seattle Central Area Schools.
Course work includes Ed. 442.
Those students interested in
further information about the Ur-•
ban Center Project should cont-act
Donald Black, Office of Clinical
Studies, Black Hall.
\

.

Dale Elmore, urban center director, will be on campus Wednesday, April 13 to speak with the
education 301' classes about th~
Urban Center Teaching Option.
· All students are welcome to attend. Elmore will also be availabl~ .
for individual appointments from 1
to 5 pm on April 13. Contact Dodie
Haight, office of clinical studies
Black Hall 217, for an appoint1
ment.

TONIGHT'

LIVE ON ST AGE!

on Sale
Try on an e'lastic waist Jean
·designed for guys, or gals.
Always a comfortable fit for
spring. Available in white or
Indigo Blue. At Berry's Dept.
Store only.
Regular price $20.

•

'$1490

·.'·

v·

~--

f?~a.

.~

©O ~,..___,,,....._,,

an Andre' Kole Productiqn

Don't Miss It! Get your tickets now.

8:00 pm _McConnell Auditorium

DOWNTOWN
sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ International

•
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Opinion cont.
David Payson:

Central died in Great Education Famine
One of the big questions back in
'77 and '78 was whether Central
would survive the Great Educational Famine.
It didn't vf course. We know
that now. But in those dark days,
when Central's fate was still in
doubt, its struggle to remain in
existence provided quite a drama-one that was destined to be
reviewed and re-reviewed in the
years that followed by some of the
best minds in the business.
Now by no means could these
minds agree on any single reason
for college's collapse. Some said it
was the tuition hike of '77 enrollment drop brought on by that
year's terrible drought that marked
the beginning of the end for the
college. Still others said "poo" to
these theories and hung the blame
.on the declining atmosppere of
higher education in this state. This
camp of thinkers viewed Central
as a kind of "sacrifidal lamb" to
the then powerful political forces
who were looking for a scapegoat
to shoulder the burden for the
state's top-heavy educational system. Central, because of its extreme geographical isolation, these
thinkers hypothesized, became the
obvious choice for this scapegoat
role.
- Whatever the reason for the
college's collapse, the fact remains
that such a collapse did occur, and,
although the question still lingers
in the minds of many as to whether
the killing of Central was justified,
it is easy to see, in retrospect, that
the deck was loaded against the
school's survival almost from the'
very beginning.
Proponents of _doing awa:t_ with

-r
.....

the college relied mostly on cold, prompting many of the politicians,
hard statistics to back-up their after the young man had been
case. The headcount just wasn't helped from the stand, to specuthere to justify maintaining the late that he had been "on someins,ittition, they argued convinc- thing."
The truth of the matter is that
ingly. And, too, the college fac€id a
powerful adversary in Governor no person of any real political
Dixy Lee Ray who led the anti- significance stepped forth to save
Central campaign from her lofty the floundering institution. Thus,
throne in Olympia.
in the spring of '78, on a typically
Who can forget the day she windy and overcast Central Washiaced the stone-faced senators and ington day, the death knoll, in the
made her final applause-gaining form of an official decree read by
point against the ·college? "Be- the governor on statewide telesides," she had asked them, "wh- vision, was sounded for the col'ere is this college anyway? Just lege.
where is Ellensburg?"
Save for a last futile flourish of
Her point, in the end, was press releases from the fated
well-taken.
school's information director, the
But Central was not without its governor's announcement was met
friends and defenders in its mo- with little opposition. By then
ment of crisis. Its president, only a few of Central's students
James Brooks, for example, took and faculty members were left on
the stand in Olympia and pleaded campus to protest and they chose
to the solons in dramatic fashion, not to.
"Why us? Why us?"
Only the college's business proIn fact, when the college's gram had survived in any real
termination order had come in, capacity to that point, and, when
Brooks was only three days from the end came, a number of future
retirement and ready to embark CP As were sent silently packing.
on a widely publicized and contro- Months before, all other maj"rs
versial sabbaiicai, a fact that ·had gone the same route.
probably undercut his ,credibility
By the time Central was offiand accounted for the considerable cially "gonged," then, it had beamount of ::;nickering from the come little more than a skeleton
Senate chambers in response to operation, and all that remained to
hJs pleas.
be done was to "put the beast to
Curiously enough, another ally rest," a move so promptly affected
of Central was the student body that within two months the once
president of Evergreen State Col- proud college stood a barren,
lege who argued quite unconvin- wind-buffeted remnant of its forcingly to the legislators that mer self.
Centt·al should be saved. His brief
Had those empty buildings been
testimony was highlighted by Ian- sea shells you could hold to your
guage that was often slurred and ear, a parting professor eulogized
eyes that were strangely dilated, of the eerie scene, you would have

heard the confused din of a million
past students and the machine-like
roar of nearly a century's worth of
education. Such emotional platitudes fell mainly on unsympathetic
ears.
Now the state is faced with the
problem of what to do with the
ghost campus.
Arab interests
already firmly entrenched in the
Kittitas Valley are said to be
interested in purchasing the land,
buildings and all, for what purposes no one knows.
Also rumored interested in the
property is the federal government, the theory being that they
want to relocate Ft. Lewis on the
land, .so they won't have to convoy
over the mountains every weekend in the summer to the Yakima
Firing Range .
However, whatever the land

eventually becomes, the important
question remaining is what impact
Central's shutdown will have on
higher education in this state. So
far, the impact seems minimal.
- Rather surprisingly, enrollment
at the state's five surviving institutions of higher learning has not
increased. Because of this fact,' a
question voiced with increasing
frequency these days is, "Didn't _
those students even bother to go
on to other schools?"
A partial answer to this qu~s
tion can be found in Ellensburg's
taverns, where to this day business remains booming with eollege-aged customers. As one of
these customers, a former Central
student, so succinctly put it,
quaffing a schooner of beer in one
mighty gulp as he spoke, "Hell,
with no classes, this is great!"

Pay time change
for veterans
Effective June l, 1977, the
Veterans Administration (VA) will
eliminate advance payment of
educational benefits.
Veterans will receive their May
check as usual but the June check
should not be expected until the
end of the month or early July.
This new ruling applies not only to
veterans enrolled through summer
school, but also to those vets
planning to terminate enrollment
at the end of spring quarter.
Several bills in the state legislature, if passed, would require
veterans' tuition· fees to increase

at the same level as non-veteran
students.
John Liboky, director of the
Financial Aid Office said as of
April 4 [the first day applications
for student loans were accepted],
no veterans had requested loans
specifically because of the VA
policy change.
Vietnam veterans, who normally pay a reduc~d tuition fee during
fall through spring quarters, are
required to pay full tuition during
summer quarter.
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N.ew column reviews local musicola
BfJ~N DAIGNEAULT

Each we,ek I will review and
briefly 'ctitique some of the live
musical:'. ev:ents happening. on and
off campus~ I will strive to be
objective~ but because I
a
musici~n, (with my own personal
musical ·preferences) obviously '
some of I:riy viewpoints may be
tai11ted.'Alth01.~gh I am not a music
major, l~(ic;> " profess to· know what
sounds· g()od and what is well-performed . ...While I cannot review all
. the live music in town each week, I
attempt to give a representative
cross sectfoi:i of what kind of music
is being , presented in Ellensburg.
Any feedback, positive or ·negative, should be directed to me in
care of the Campus Crier.
Doo-Dah, (formerly known as
Sandoz) is· now playing at the
Holiday Inn: A three piece group
hailing from Chico, California,
their main instrumentation includes bass, guitar and drums, but
they also. use such diverse effects
as a phase shifter, echo-plex, a
duck eall, a squeeze horn and a
whistle. l , found the band to be

very versatile, their music ranging
from light nov~lty rock to pop
Amazed), to funk,
rock, (Baby
(Cut The Cake). For variety, they
threw in a little swing music and at
times there was even a bit of
hard-core rock out.

I'm

am

Old ,World Publishing's 1977
Spring Poetry Festival. $120 in
prizes • . ~nfry deadline May 30;
entry fee '_ $1.00 per poem. For
informatiQn and rules, send
stamped ··~elf-addressed envelope
to: Poetry . Division, Old World
Publishing, Box 2173, Asheville,
1"!.C. 28802: .

For a cocktail band, Doo-Dah's ·
music is refreshing, and they are
definitely better than your average lounge act.
Doo-Dah is scheduled to play
until April 10. The Holiday Inn's
next scheduled band is called
Starfire.
The cocktail lounge at J. T.'s has
been featuring an acoustic act
called Sweet 'n' Easy, with two
vocalists and guitarists who also
double on banjo and harmonica.
Their repertoire includes some
country rock standards, Eagle's
Peaceful Easy Feeling and Tequila
Sunrise, straight count~y, Hank
William's, Your Cheatin' Heart,
some folk and some blues. At
times one of the performers would
solo for awhile, and on a few songs
a guest vocalist added some nice
harmony lines. Among the highlights of their sets are a pleasant,
mellow version of Nazareth's Love
Hurts, some Beatle's tunes, When
I'm · 64, Eleanor Rigby and Bill
Wither's Ain't No Sunshine.
Despite several noticeable mistakes, the act was very listenable.
I was unable to get a confirmaact.
tion- on J. T.'s next
·-

A· Cle Elum band, Dreamboat, primarily 60's and early 70's rock
performed at the Cornerstone and roll. Instruments played by
this local band were electric bass,
Tavern on Mar. 26. The band's
,rhythm and lead guitar and drums.
instrumentation included acoustic
Last week at Goofy's Shyanne, a
guitar, electric guitar, bass guitar,
five piece rock band entertained
pedal steel guitar and drums. for a full house. Instruments used
Some of their songs were laidback were bass, lead, rhythm, drums
easy listening music, while others and various keyboards and syn-·
were real foot-stompers. Most
songs, except for the bluegrass ,
o'l'iented tunes, were possessed by
a country and western flavor. The
One might say the March 3
pedal steel guitar added a tasty ·
performance of classical guitarist
dimension to the material DreamGeorge Pulmano was offbeat to
boat presented. The band was
the style of music centered around
well received by the audience in
the campus: jazz. Nonetheless,
attendance.
Pulmano was greeted by an audiAlso, OI1 Mar. 26, the Magic torium , nearly filled to capacity
Theater (an open-mike format) ·with more than enthusiastic stuwas the setting for some folk and dents and community members.
bluegrass oriented music coupled
Opening with two lute pieces by
with some poetry reading with Anon, Pulmano had his audience
instrumental background.
mellowed out, simply melting in
The Magic Theater, located in their seats. A mixture of tempos
the Labor Temple, is open every and changing melodies held the
other Saturday night. I find the audience's attention.
A conglomeration of contempoMagic Theater a pleasant entertainment alternative. The atmos- rary and classical moods made a
phere is relaxed and comfortable. song by Fernando Sor entitled
The next Magic Theater is slated Theme and Variations, one of the
most popular pieces of the evefor Apr. 9.
ning. The song was ever changing
During the spring break, Goofy's and bursted with variety.
presented "the now legendary"
Pulmano's talents on the guitar
(their own words) 4 To Beam Up.
were numerous. As if they had
Whether or not they are legendary, is in my opinion debatable;
fiowever, they seemed to be very
popular among those in attendance. The band's selection was

·pulmano: "offbeat iazz"
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·eyes, his fingers moved eagerly
and assuredly .along the long
fretted neck of the guitar. Sounds
that seemed to be in the fourth
dimension plummeted from the
belly of the guitar and flowed
smoothly to the ears of the
audience.
The music of George Pulmano
-was soothing to the ear.
There were no harsh, overbearing tones that tear at one's
eardrum as in some forms of
·music. Pleasantly soft and easy to
listen to, Pulmano's concert offered a change of pace to students
for a very rela_xing evtning.
Despite the pessimis;,ic views· of
many, George Pulmano's style of
music was s success at Central and
proved there is still a little room
for a bit of cultural enrichment in
the lives of the average student.

Supel-nOfural and
occult sta.g ed

FOUR SEASONS
',

thesizers. The band had a fairly
tight sound and was well received
by the audience. While most of
their songs seemed primarily directed toward a dancing audience,
some of the tunes were auditorily
aesthetic.
The group, Magi, performs at
Goofy's this week.

·.

-. r

',,

The live performance of "World
of Illusion", which has baffled over
. 70 million people on five conti~
nents, will be presented Thurs.,
April 7, at 8 pm, in McConnell
Auditorium.
This full-stage production of
illusion explores the occult, transcendental levitation, communication with the dead and disappearances similar to the Bermuda
Triangle Mystery. Visual demonstrations of the fourth dimension
and some astounding predictions
of the foture force the audience to 1
consider the distinction between
fantasy and reality in the. supernatural world.
Andre Kole, prod~cer of "World
of Illusion", has spent more than
20 years in some 63 countries
investigating the realm of psychic
phenomena. At the request of

Time magazine, Kole made an
investigation of the psychic surgeons in the Philippines, who
claimed to perfor.m miraculous ·
operations on people without the
use of any medical instruments or
anesthe~ics. Subsequently Kole
testified in court on behalf of the
United States Federal Trade Commission in its attempt tp stop the
promotion of psychic healers in
this country.
In "World of Illusion'', Kole's
associate, Jay Oliver Young, masterfully commands the use of
special stage effects and illusionary means to recreate phenomena
baffling to .th~ human mind. Sponsored by Campus Crusade for
Christ International, "World of
Illusion" is a thought-provoking
and credible presentation of reality and' fantasy.

F.REE
LIBERTY Thentre
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.$ l 0

Nightly 7:00 & 9:05

OPEN 6:45 925-9511
J>LAYS THRU TUE.
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"... Nothing less than
the most exhilarating
entertainment of the
film year
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Jazz Night 'kicks' in comeback
By MICHELLE BRUNSON ,
After a warm-up performance
. before a somewhat defunct audience on March 10, Jazz Night
finally got rolling and provided an
evening of excellent entertainment.
Little Red Top, a King Pleasure
tune, opened Jazz Night and also
introduced the Jazz Choir. Solos
by Pam Morris and Bruce Martin
added an excellent touch to the
song. Pam especially seemed to
be enjoying herself and the music.
Bruce however, was very hard to
hear a~d seemed awkward on
stage.
Jean Wolf sang with professional Quality in the song Perdido.
The ch~ir also provided a smooth
and soft background, never overbearing.

Reflections of a night club singer
showed in the_performance of Jan
McCormick in the song Round
About Midnight. Providing a good
balance between them and the
soloist, the choir added depth and
richness.
The rhythm section, consisting
of David Aaberg on piano, Wally
Aasserer on bass, -Terry Stratton
on guitar and Mark Wade on
drums, provided- a - good - back~
ground for the choir and deserves
recognition.
_ __
Stage Band II,_ directed by
Barton Gish,- displayed some fine
musical qualities, especially in the
trumpet and trombone sections.
Styles May Come and Styles
May Go, But the Blues is Always
Good to Blow, incorporated numerous solos. Jam es Finton on sax
and Charles Green on trumpet
both performed good solos, but the

transitions in the song were a little
rough.
The song Africa, witten by
Central graduate Ray Johnson,
was an unusual song, changing
tempos often. The trumpet section was very good producing a
fine quality of sounds. However,
the song was a bit too long, but it's
ending was very dynamic and
drew a substantial amount of
applause from the audience.
Last b~t certainly not least,
Stage Band I closed the evening
with several outstanding selections.
One of the most arousing songs
of the night, Them There Eyes,
had the whole audience moving
· with the beat. Wally Ausserer on
bass performed with excellence as
he added a fourth dimension to the
_song. Dwayne Franks, piano and

Four-day symposium
embarks next week
A four-day series , of lectures,
performances and special presentations giving both "big and small
visions of the human world" will be
offered on the Central campus
here beginning April 11.
Highlighting the symposium, sponsored by the Central School of
Arts and Humanities, will be an
opening lecture-concert by Dr.
Barre Toelken.
Dr. Toelken's presentation will
be titled "Art and History of the
Common Man.i• Currently the
chairman of the Folk Arts Panel of
the National Endowment for the
Arts, Dr. Toelken is a w~ll-known
singer and collector of folk history
as well as an educ~tgr.
The Toelken lecture-concert will
be at 8 pm Mon., April 11 in Hertz
Hall. Admission is complimentary.·
The symposium, the second in a
series dealing with humanistic
values, will continue through Tuesday with a number of lectures and
concerts. Included in the day-long
program are music department
string quartet and woodwind quintet performances at noon and a
dance performance Tuesday eveni~g.

Capping the Wednesday daylong sessions will be .an 8 pm
performance in Hertz Hall of
Footnote, the Southern Californiabased group of musicians, dancers and singers who have attracted nationwide attention with their
original approach to multi-media
concerts.
Tickets for that performance, at
$2 for students and $3 for adults,
will be on advance sale from April
7 through 13.
The symposium will be wrapped
up on Thurs., April 14 with
another day -long program of lectures and music capped by a
performance at 8 pm in Threepenny Theatre of "Brave Little
Tailor," a contemporary interpretation with puppets of a traditional
tale.
Lectures and panel discussion
during the four-day symposium
include:
"The Navajo" by Alta Strong,
Central student, "Greek and American Philosophy" by Robert Goedecke, professor of philosophy.
"Buddhism" by Raeburne Heimbeck, professor of religious studies
a,.11 beginning at_9 am Tuesday in

the SUB.
"Every Man and the Artist" by
Quentin Fitzgerald, professor of
art; Simple Society and the
Complex Modern World" a film
presentation and panel discussion,
beginning_ at 1:30 pm Tuesday.

Terry Stratton on guitar, both did
a fin.e job with the background
J
music.
Yellow Days Now Endless
W.9_r:ld~, a song written by David
Aaberg, incorporated the excellent usage of all instrument. With
a good balance of different tempos,
the song kept you ·on your toes, yet
provided some relaxation and easy
listening.
The evening drew to an end.

with an overwhelming stan<iing ovation for the band's performance
of A Little Trane. A timely drum
solo by Mark Wade was good and
never overpowering. The saxoc
phone section added a rich quality
as did the trumpet solo df David
Aaberg. A very explosive song
and very demanding of it's musicians, A Little Trane, was a
spectacular ending note for Jazz
Night.

That's Entertainment
Thursday, April 7
"Illusion," a magic act will be in
McConnell Auditorium 7 to 9 pm.
There will be a faculty recital in
Hertz Hall with Professor Fittz
playing the cello and Professor
Rinehart at the piano. The recital
will begin at 8 pm.
"You're a Good Man, Charlie
Brown" will be featured at Hebeler Auditorium at 8:30 pm April 7
and 8.
Monday, April 11
Big and Small, the spring symposium, will begin the first day
festivities and will continue through
April 14.

Curbstone for the week will be
the film Metropolis a classic
science fiction min, the movie
deals with the spectacular machine
world of the fllture. The movie
will begin at 11:45 am in the SUB
Pit.
Tuesday, April 12
The Central Singers will offer an
evening of music as they present
their spring concert. The concert
will begin at 8 pm in Hertz Hall.
"Monroes'', a new disco this year
will feature "Rock and Roll." The
dance will be held in the SUB
cafeteria.

"Astro-Physics and Quanta" by
Robert Mitchell, professor of physics and "Ecosystems and Molecules" by Robert Lapen, assistant
professor of biology, beginning at
1:30 pm Wednesday.
"Children and Poetry" by Prof.
Primus St~ohn, of Portland State
University, at-9 am Wednesday in
the SUB.
Performances in the overall
symposium include those of Orchesis Dancers at 7 pm Tuesday in
the SUB, Central Singers Spring
Concert at 8 pm Tuesd~y in Hertz
Hall; a student brass ensemble at
noon Wednesday in the SUB; and
the Central Swingers, jazz choir,
at noon on Thursday _ih the SUB;
An additional feature of the Thtirsday forenoon program is a presentation called "Ethnical Eating"
led by Jeff Smith .
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. Washington's
~ other side
Cold in the winter,
hot in the summer, and
~ a/ways dry--the desert
country east of Ellensburg
' makes survival tough.
But Iife exists in th is
arid region. Sagebrush
and buf?ch gross squeeze
water from parched soil.
Animals such as coyotes,
. rabbits and badgers make
a living. So do hawks,
chukors, lizards, and
., insects of many varieties.
The desert is one of
" nature's lost strongholds
against the encroachment
of man. Although grazing
.• cattle and irrigation have
altered many desert landscapes, others exist where
the ageless struggle for
...
survival con be observed.
,
It forms a striking
contrast to Washington's
famous evergreen forests.
'
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A 'Small' source
A panel discussion on . E. F.
Schumacher's book Spiall is Beautiftd: Economics as if ·People
Mattered, has been scheduled for
Tues: Apr.ii 12. The discussiOn will
begin at 7:30 pm in the SUB's
south dining room.
Panel members will ~e dis:.
cussing many of the controversial
statements made in .Schumacher's
1
·book in whjch questions most · of
the major assumptions of western
economic theory.
In writing about his ideas concerning the modern world,
Schumacher challenges the ctaim
on the part of economists that the
problem of production has been
solved. He shows how the ''solutions" do, _ in _fa~, create _major
problems for developed and devel. oping nations.
Schumacher says that modern
industrialization plays havoc with
nature and makes the success of an
all-encompassing ecological program virtually impossible.

'-

Schumacher also questions
many of the ~olitical, economic
and social values which are present in western philosophy. He
particularly attacks the "philosophy of materialism," which he
says "is now being challenged by
events." The violence committed
against nature, he insists, must
lead to violence among ·human
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beings.
Those scheduled to discuss the
subjects are: Mark Pickles, student enviromental studies; Kathleen Adams, assistant professor
anthropology department; Wolfgang Franz, professor of business
administration and economics
and Kenneth Hammond, professor
of geography and land studies.
The panel's chairperson is scheduled to be Jay Bachrach, professor
of philosophy.
After the panel has completed
its examination of Schumacher's
work, the audience will have an
opportunity to join in the discussion.

'*
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Tent 'n Tube activities

Out~oor

Programs - SUB Tent 'n
Tube, 963-3537
April 17
Canoe Trip, Lake
Kachees, 9 am to 4 pm, $3.00
includes transportation and equipment.
April 23
St. Michelle Winery
CONTACT LENS WEARERS

· Tour, 9 amToopm, $"3.00 includes
transportation.
April 30
Canoe Camping Trip,
Lake Kachees, $5.00 includes transportation.
May 14 Yakima River Float, 9 am
to 3 pm, $3.00 includes equipment
and transportation.
May 21 Seattle Shopping Trip, 8
am to 8 pm, $3.00 includes transportation.

Save on your hard and soft
lens supplies. Send 13 ¢rs tamp for
price list. Contact Lens Supply
Center, 341 E. Cametback, Phoenix, Az. 85012.

Tent 'n Tube Rental Shop - SUB,
963-3537
Hours of operation: Mondays
and Wednesdays, 11 am to 12 pm;
Tuesdays and Thursdays, 10:30
, . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . am to 1 pm and Fridays, 10 am to 2
pm.

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, 7 pm to 9:30 pm Friday, 1 pm
to 5:00 pm Saturday and Sunday.
Intramural Sports Program - for
men and women; Nicholson 108, 2
pm to 5 pm, Monday through
Friday, 963-3537.
Slowpitch: Last day to register,
April 1, Play begins April 11.
Tennis: Last day to register
April 18.
Barto Lawn Tourney - A dorm
super sport challenge, June 6. Last
day to register, May 23.
Kids Night Out - Group Conference Center, 6 pm to 10 pm,
Fridays. For dependent children,
ages five to ten. Preregister in
SUB Main Office.

footnote
.· ~

Puppet show

APRIL 13th

Wednesday

Games Room - SUB, 963-3315
Hours of operation: Monday
through Friday, 10 am to 10 pm;
Saturday and Sunday, 1 pm to 10
pm.
Co-Rec - Nicholson Pavilion.
Passes for staff and dependents
·available in SUB Main Office,
:963-1515.
General Use: 5 am to 9:30 pm
HERTZ RECITAL HALL
·Monday through Friday, 10 am to
8:00 p.m.
:5:30 pm Saturday and Sunday.
---~----------' Swimming Pool: 8 pm to 9:30 pm

opens on

The puppetry shop crew at
Central recently announced the
creation of a giant, seven flies, a
urticorn and· a sheepdog.
These creatures, plus an old
beggar woman and most importantly, a small tailor, are to be part
of a new Central Drama Department production of the children's
theater play, The Brave Little
Tailor which will open in Threepenny Playhouse April 13 at 8 pm.
There will be performances at this
time April 13 through 16 with an
additional performance at 1 pm on
April 16.
The show features a combination of actors and a unique type of .
puppet directed by Terry Parker,
. 'having a." cast of six men.
:· ,.,;..,Follow.il}.g the on-ca~pus stag. '"'·'1ing of.the.children's play, the cast
~~\ ~tn 'b egin'aJtatewide tour to take '.':
1
i:·;,,.
,,prodi'i~~Jl to child~n in<a '

\l)i
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Immigration
raws altered

GUESS _WHO C~ME FOR DINNER--A warm afternoo_!l·, ~ hamburger, and a friend for lunch.
'Terry Lockett found 1 sharing lunch with her dog Johnico a pleasure--if not a necessity.
(Paul Fridlund photo)

Dec rim inaUzation delayed
By ROSE HULSMAN
On Tuesday,-March 29, HB 257,
the bill that would decriminalize
possession Qf small amounts of
marijuana was tightened up in the
House.
Just prior to the clamping down
of the bill, there was a move to kill
it. One Representative in particular, Claude Oliver of Kennewick, attacked the bill stating that
it would only tend to encourage
more individuals to smoke marijuana. His basis for killing the bill
was substantiated evidence where
he quoted extensively from medical reports critical of the use of
pot. His efforts failed by a vote of
29 to 68.
The prime defender of the bill,
Representative Alan Thompson of
Kelso, stated that similar laws in
eight other states produced no
dire consequences and that moral- 1
ity is not being legislated, but only
equal justice. A change in the
. existing law would make it pos~ ·
sible for police to concentrate
enforcement efforts on sellers
rather than users.

The new bill would eliminate the
criminal penalty for possessing 40
grams of marijuana or less under
certain circumstances. Users
found guilty of possessing 40
grams or less or growing the
equivalent of 40 grams or less
would be subject to a civil fine of
not- more than $50 for the first
offense or subject to a misdemeanor.
·- Those per;;ns found guilty of
selling marijuana or possessing
more than 40 grams would be
subject to a prison term of not

more than 5 years and a fine of not
more than $10,000. The penalty
for selling pot to anyone under 18
years of age would -be -doubled.
These are the current provisions.
Critics predict the bill will still
wind up on the ballot in November
if it clears the legislature.

Immigrant lawyer Dan P.
Danilov says the new immigration
law passed by Congress last fall
and effective since January ineludes s~veral sweeping changes
of which potential immigrants and
foreign students on visas should be
a ware.
Danilov, who discussed these
changes at a meeting sponsor~d by
political science progessor· Usha
Mahajani, says that the new laws
(Immigration and Nationality Act
Amendments of 1976) are the
first major revisions of the Immigration and Nationality Act of
1952 .since 1965 when the quota
system based on national origin.,
which was traditionally preferential to Western Europeans was
abolished. After 1965, foreigners
could immigrate if they had a
special profession or skill needed
in the United States or were
sponsored by an American citizen,
usually a relative.
Doctors were in particular demand, but the new law, according
to Danilov, will make it difficult for
foreign doctors to immigrate for at
least several months. The revised
law says that foreign physicians
can only be admitte9 to the United
States if they have passed the
NationalBoardExamination, which
is only open to graduates of
American and Canadian medical
schools. Thus, a foreign doctor can
o~ly be admitted if he has a
sponsor. According to Danilov,
HEW has been charged with

is· not completed.
The new law also sets a 20,000
Hmitation per Western hemisphere
countries~ presumably to eliminate ·
the last vestiges of Eastern hemispheric preference. This, Danilov
says, will particularly effect Mexico, from which 44,000 persons
legally immi_grated last year.
Mexico is the only country which
usually exceeds the 20,000 limit,
according to Danilov, and he says
he believes the new law will mean f
an. increase in illegal Mexican ;
Danilov cited proposed laws
which would make it a civil or
criminal offense to knowingly employ an illegal alien, but says t hat
such proposals are "in limbo, in
part because of the opposition of .
the Chicano community."
}
Besides the new law, Danilov '
discussed regulations concerning
foreign students attending American schools on visas.
Such
students should be aware, he says,
that they must receive permission
from the Migration Office to :
attend a school other than the one
they named . when applying for
their visa or they could be deported. "Too many people could be
misinformed on this," Danilov
said. "I'm defending one student
. who didn't know right now." ·
Danilov, a graduate of the
University of Washington Law
School, says that his practice also
involves defending illegal aliens,
"mostly Mexican," and sailors
who've jumped ship. His practice
pr:pa:i?g_~n~~~~en ~~am~ ~U..t. ~t- is in Seattle.

.m

CJ. . OTBES FOR

Easter~
Special sales for everyon~
formals, dresses, preteens,
and tops.

ELLENSBURG
WAREHOUSE
962-9442

NO SPEED.UMlt
The Nike Waffle Trainer, the best racing
flat in the world ~
Bar none·.
We think you'll agree, t'h e moment
you step into a pair.
T~e Nike gives yo _
u our famous waffle

sole for incredible traction on any surface.
The wide, flared heel spreads impact and
gives . you greater stabilization.
__And the electric blue nylon uppers have
a seamless toe pocket for blister-free racing.
The Nike Waffle Trainer. Built with the

a
With no speed limit.

Mundy's Sh-oe-Store
Downtown
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The Way it Was

···!·

·.

The United States experienced
a year of turmoil in 1941. There
was a war in Europe and the US
· was at war with both Germany
and Japan.
Although Central was far away
from the fronts, it was very
involved in the war effort. Here is
what Central was doing on Dec.
11, 1941 as taken from a Crier
newspaper. A front page headline
read, ewe backs war effort.
An emergency red cross war
relief drive was started.
This is-sue of the Crier was
dedicated to National defense.
The Maltese Falcon with
Humphrey Bogart and Mary Astor
played at the Liberty theater in
Ellensburg.
Herb Lagg was editor of the
Crier.
A common tradition at Central
was, "Only varsity letters are to
be worn at school.
Men and
women winning athletic awards
are expected to wear them around
campus. The wearing of a man's

.

Last spring, there were approximately fifteen teams participating.
Games started at 9 am finishing up
at six th_a._~ evening. "B_~sically the

•

Alpha 'Phi represents
Central at Idaho meet

MECHA is a recognized club
Univeristy of Idaho was reand the Scheduling Center reser- cently the site of a bisectional
ved the pavilion for the day long Conference of Alpha Phi Omega
event.
(APO). Sections Seven and Eight
cover Washington, Oregon, Idaho,
Aguire hopes to have a lot of Montana and Alaska. Central and
participation as well as enthusiasm Seattle University represented
from everyone. He said, "Since Section Eight at the conference.
Central does have a team it is my
Five members of the Eta Xi
hope to have a spectator turnout." Chapter of APO on Central' s
campus attended the conference;
Most of the referees are from Ruth Litterick, Stephen Percival,
Central's Varsity Basketball team. Jean Rashford, Diane Duval and
They will officiate 40 minute John Radwanski traveled to Mosgames. Six to eight games will be cow, Idaho to meet with Repres·~ntatives from Seattle Unigoing at the same time.
versity, U of Idaho, College of
"Invitations for the tournament Great Falls, Mont. and U of
were sent to all colleges and high Montana, Missoula. Also in atschools from all over the state. The tendance was Earle Herbert, Rema ior colleges should be sending a gion Ten representative and Larry
team down," said Aguire. "The York, extension and special proUniversity of Washington and jects coordinator.
Washington State have already The conference was an all-day
confirmed their participation."
affair on Saturday, March 26. At
~~~
4.~·~·~·~·~··~·~·

........

.....................

Freight & Mtup co1t1 not included in pricn

MOW. 5th

9$9330

----------------

~~;::foI:#3%~$.o-.H a~k es & S-o~Gif' ;,r;'.ii;:;:;::t~'.'}i'

Engagement Rings ~!'1
From $89

95

I

the orientation, the participants
were separated into three committees. Each committee was assigned a topic. The topics were
communications problems in the
sections and within the chapters,
membership and future sectional
and bisectional conference sites
and dates.
The afternoon was devoted to
talking about what Alpha Phi
Omega is a11 about for the benefit
of chapters just getting started.
Also discussed was the work of
other chapters in the region. Allen
Lee was elected Section Eight
Chairman. Lee has been the acting
Chairman since Dave Corning
transferred to Oklahoma State
University and an advisor to
Kappa Rho Chapter of Seattle
University. Lee was also selected
as acting chairman to Section
Seven until this fall.

...·······...........................................

Ugly Bear

ELLENSBURG YAMAHA

iiliill,

fiscal review

Mecha plays ball

UP TO
$300
ON 1976 MODELS
Now •698
•• RD250B
Now s39a
• RD 1258
Now •375
• RD100B
Now •299
RD608

·f::

··•···

OPP, FM grant

nounced her engagement to Wayne
Francis Dingee at a party at
Kamola Dorm.
President James E. Brooks has the cooperation of all state agenStudents who left Central to join announced that the Office · of cies.
the armed forces were given Program Planning (OPP) and FisThe result of the review is that
special consideration in r~gards to cal Management (FM) granted the Central has been asked to lapse
college credits earned.
. college's request for review of the $42,000 to the state's general fund
effect of Executive Order 77-2 on ·by June 30, 1977.
college _programs.
President Brooks expressed his
sincere thanks to all members of
President Brooks explained that the college community for their
when the governor . issued her assistance in preparing the paperExecutive Order she stated that work required by the governor's
her intention in taking action was order. He expressed appreciation
to prohibit excessive expenditures especially to the college's Vice
The MECHA Club will be spon- tournament will run in the same by state agencies at the end of the President for Business and Fithere
will
fashion
except
this
time
soring their second annual basketbiennial budget period. The OPP nance, Courtney Jones, and to
ball. tournament this spring.
· -be more time for teams to rest. and FM feels that the desired Edward J. Harrington, vice presiLast year some teams ended up
· "I guess the main purpose of the playing two or three games stra- results can be accomplished with dent for academic affairs.
tournament is so Chicanos can get ight, which exhausted time, theretogether, a unity from trnms all fore, it was harder for the teams to
over the state," said Manuel start fresh. This is what I want to
Aguire.
l:>llll away from," _said Aguire.
award by a girl friend is in
violation of this tradition."
Robert McConnel was president
of Central.
O.H. Holmes was featured on
"Chats with the Chiefs."
Miss Jane Louise Bissel an-

YAMAHA SALE

•

[II

tavern
Bring your hunger· and ~hirst on down
for Daily Specia Is
Monday: pitchers $1 .25

;;.;;:

I

Tuesday:

free popcorn with purchase

Wednesday:
Thursday

ljlll/i

is

free pool (5 tables)

LADIES NIGHT:

Wine 40¢ a glass, $1.25 pitcher
Beer $1 .25 pitcher

111111;

choose from hundreds of ring styles

Friday/
Saturday:
Sunda_y :

$1 .25 pitchers until 7 pm
Then our regular price $1.50 -

FREE ' POOL

11111

)!~

Variety of D~ep Fried Food
KEGS, GALLONS, PONY KEGS TO GOPl NBALL, Air Hockey, Pool, FoosBall a.n d
other Electronic Games
111 West 3rd
925-4602

••••• n ' ' ' ' ' ' '''''-~' ' ' ' ' ' ·' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ,...,..,.....,.•••••...,.••...,......,.......,..
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Charlie Brown hides his head

Lucy makes a pass at Schroeder

'You're a good play, Charlie Brown'
You're a good man, Charlie
Reinertsen as Schroeder; S. Kandis
Brown opened Tuesday in Hebeler Branum as Lucy; Dave Strand as
Auditorium. The play, based on the Charlie Brown; Peter Lehrman as
Linus; Dave McMahon as Snoopy;
Charles Schultz cartoon, is full of
humor for all ages. It will run through
a n d E11 en Pritchard is Patty.
The play is directed by Gary
Saturday.
Admission for.adu Its is $1 .50, Myers.
Gordon Gray is the m~sic
students $1.00 and children under
director, and musicians 'include
12-years-old $.75. Curtain is 8:30
Lisa Lanza on piano, Brian
p.m.and there will be a 1 p.m.
Cleveland plays drums, and Mike·
matinee Saturday.
Bailey is on base.
The cast includes Chris

Linus gives up his blanket

EASTER
LILIES

PROCTOR & GAMBLE

TIDE
GIANT9 9

3.69

4

BAKERY FRESH

RANCH
BREAD

4 FORsl
OPEN

24
HOURS

PEPSI& 7UP

5 FORsl
28 oz

GORTON
FISH
FILLETS

. plus deposit·

1.99

AD PRICES EFFECTIVE APRIL 6,7 ,8,& 9

A'Albertsons

RAINCHECI
Each of these advertised
items is required to be react1ly
available for sale at or below
the adven1sed price lfl each
f.lbertson's store . except as
specifically noted 1n this ad

We SlC111e to have on t-iaM
suff1c1ent stock of a,jve~1sec:
merchandise If for a'1~ 'ed·
son we arl'.! out o• stock a
RAIN CHECK will be issued
enabling ynu to b'-!'y the item
at the advertised prn:e as
soon a~ 1t becomes available''
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Papa John's returns
Papa John's has returned for its
fifth quarter at Central after a
successful fall and winter quarter.
One could say the idea for Papa
John's came from "Moma Sundays", a similar program established at Western Washington
State College. Dale Garrison, a
transfer student from Western in
his second year at Central, borrowed the idea for the talent show
from their program.
Dale said, "The primary objec~.ive of Papa John's is to give
students on campus a place to go
and showcase their talents." After
presenting the program in working order to the Board of Contr<!l
in January 1976, only one month

lay between the red tape and the
first opening night of Papa John's.
Slow in developing at first,
"Papa John's has blossomed into a
total success" said Dale. Progressing from two or three performers
and a thin audience, each Papa
John's show now enjoys a comfortable eight to ten performers
and an audience of 75 to 100
people.
many students come to Papa
John's for stage experience. For
many it is a starting place for their
musical careers as they may gain
self confidence by performing in
front of a live audience and may
cure their stage fright and microphone phobia.

One of a ·kind

1

Friends, said Dale, are not
always the best source to judge
their friends' talent. It is too hard
to distinguish truth from polite:
nesS.---Papa . John's provides an
·audience with the true reactions a
person needs to really get a good
judgement of their talents.
The atmosphere generated by
Papa John's is one of relaxation for
both the audience and the performer. The atmosphere is conducive
to relaxation and many times the
audience joins in with the song or
jokes with the performer.
Papa John's is at the point today
where it is "self-perpetuated" said
Dale. Almost anyone could run it.
Yet only time lies between now
and the day that Papa John's will
be well established. Even then
Dale hopes that boarderline musi:~ans will not be frightened off.

WSL activated

during spr. break
During spring break, Central hy several guest speakers whose
hosted the Washington Student topics ranged from the importance
Legislature's fourth regular ses- of the legislative process to the
sion. The WSL models itself after workings of it. Speakers included
the legislative process in Olympia. Senator Sid Morrison of Yakima
Students from colleges and uni- (15th District), Representative Bill
versities in Washington are en- Burns of the Seattle UW District,
couraged to send senators, repre- Bill Lipsky of Central's Informasentatives', lobbyists and resear- tion Office, Dale Ridings from the
chers to participate.
Council of Presidents and RepreThe session provides an arena sentatives and Robert Shirley a
for student activism in the legisla- Washington State lobbyist.
tive process. Bills introduced in
the session, and those passing both
Tentative plans for next year's
the WSL House and Senate even- fifth session at Central during the
tually are collected and compiled ·spring break were set. Anyone
into a legislative manual which is wishing more information con·
sent to legislators in Olympia for cerning the WSL should stop in .
their action or information.
the ASC Office, SUB 102, or call
Thf> four day session was cal!ped 963-1691.

Spring fishing unrolls Apr. 17

designs
Wedding rings

By GARY FISHER

Custom-made
Blue Agate cla_
ss rings

1

Art of Jewelry ,
309 N. Pearl
afternoons only

.

On April 17, opening day of the
1977 fishing season, hordes of
fisherman will invade lakes and
ponds across Washington to try
. their luck.
If you are a fisherman in
Ellensburg, there are many lakes
and ponds to choose from. All are
within a short distance of Ellensburg.
Larry Rabanal, employee of
Strange's Sporting Goods, said, "I
think 1977 will be the best fishing
year in a long time."
When asked where good fishing
lakes are, Rabanal ·s aid, "Fiorito
pond on No. 6 road would be a
good choice on ()pening day. It was

TONIGHT

LIVE ON 'STAGE!

heavily planted and guarantees a in this area for about three years.
limit or near limit on opening day." Before that he lived in Yakima and
Rabanal said the -most effective fished many of the lakes, ponds
bait combination to use in Fiorito and rivers in the Yakima county
pond is a marshmallow with a red ar:ea.
egg. This combination is good for
"The biggest trout I have caught
most lakes and ponds in the area, -was three pounds and that was in
but it works most effectively· in 'Fiorito pond," he said.
Fiorito pond.
According to Rabanal, college
As far as lures go, a silver, gold kids like to ·go to the quality lakes
or nickel spinner with an 8 to 10 to fish. This is because the shores
hook size is most ·effective in this of these lakes are sandy and a
area, he said.
student can lay in the sun, drink
Other effective bait and lure beer and have a picnic while
combinations ·are spoon jeweled fishing.
spinners, worms and night crawlCost for a state resident fishing
ers.
license is $8.50 ancf non-resident
:-··.
According to Rabanal, Blossom $24.
and Denmark ponds are also good
Before a fisherman goes out and
bets for opening day. They were tries his or her luck, he or she
also heavily stocked.
should consult the 1977 Washing"The best time to go fishing is ton Game Fish Seasons and Catch
the earliest the fisherman can get Limits brochure to check on rule
out. Fish tend to bite just before and regulations of the particular
daybrea,k." Rabanal said. lake, pond or stream he or she is
Although there are many spe- going to fish .
.eies of trout found in this area, the
The brochure is free and can be
rainbow is the most prevalent.
found at Strange's Sporting Goods
Rabanal said he has been fishing in Ellensburg.

Women define limits
The Central Women's Center
will .b e sponsoring two unique
workshops on defining personal
relationship boundaries entitled,
"Define and Defend Our Own
Boundaries" and "A New Ap-

j'ootnott

~

APRIL 13th
HERTZ RECITAL HALL
8:00 p.m.

proach to Assertiveness," beginning the first week of April and
lasting for nine weeks.
The workshops will be led by
Terry Whitma·n, who has just
completed his degree in Counseling Pshychology and has had
training and experience in group
work. Patricia Williamson and
Joyce Cliff, graduate students in
psychology, will serve as co:leaders for the workshops.
The workshops will be divided
into a morning and evening group.
The morning session is scheduled
to begin Fri., April 1 from 9-11 am.
The evening session is scheduled to
start Tues., April 5 from 7-9 ·pm.
All wqmen interested in participating in these workshops are
asked to call Alice Yee at the
Women's Center, '963-1403.

FOREIGN CAR REPAIRS
AND PARTS

.,,.

~ ©llJ ~,_,_,
an Andre' Kole Production

Don't Miss IU Get your tickets

now.

8:00 pm McConnell Auditorium
sponsored by Campus Crusade-for Christ International

L

[NDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
603 North Main

925-5539
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Opinion page

Clint Robbins

Sa It II debates 'on the rocks'
Blue moons, chaste rock stars,
According to a recent issue of reporting of terrorist activities, about nsmg nationalism among
royal flushes and SAL_T II accords the Christian Science Monitor, the Carter was speaking in defense of "minority" groups outside of Great
Soviets realize that America is political prisoners throughout the Russia. The Russian Jewish people
are hard to come by.
Latest American-Soviet efforts several years ahead in the techno- world.
,though .the most recognized by
towards the latter's end have logical part of the race and so
Carter and Vance repeatedly the West, are far from Brezhnev's
fallen through, it appears, with the aren't in any hurry to make any assured Brezhnev that the for- greatest worry. Less than three
Soviets claiming unfair American agreement on limitations. The mer's opinions were not meant million people in the Soviet Union
proposals and the Yankee presi- Vladivostok agreement of a few solely for the Soviet Union, but are Jewish, but over 40 million
dent issuing a warning for his years ago between General Secre- Brezhnev criticized Carter and Muslims live in the central part of
lary Leonid Brezhnev and former said the affairs of the Soviet Union the stale.
part.
Andrei Gromyko, · Soviet For- President Gerald Ford enables the were none of his business.
Unfortunately for dissidents and
eign Affairs Minister, said last Soviets to concentrate on quantity
Brezhnev, as the Moniter points others whose human rights are
week that proposals made by the rather then quality.
out, has reason to be nervous with being violated outside of the
Cyrus Vance-headed American
Conversely, American proposals Carter's statements. The Soviet Soviet Union, most of the attendelegation would leave the United would allow for limitations on the leader, of course a Russian, is tion is not going to these non-SoStates with an advantage in the cruise missle system if the back- rapidly becoming a member of a viet people: the Catholics and
arms race that Soviets could not fire bomber, the Soviet counter- minority group as Russian birth- Jewish people in Argentina; the
accept.
part, is also restricted. The pro- rates go down and the non-Slavic thousands in South Korea who fall
While Secretary of State Vance blem is that the Soviets feel they population goes up. Less than half from grace with the "democratic"
was promising a resumption of the need this bomber to attain equal- of the 275 million people in the President Park or transplanted
talks next month, President ity in that technological race but USSR are Russians.
subjects who have found prejudice
Jimmy Carter, though undaunted, don't want Americans moving still
Bre?hnev is obliged to worry waiting for them in England.
warned the Soviets that if he felt farther out in front with the cruise
they were insincere in their desire missles.
J.T. THOMAS
the:
for arms limitation, he would
Perhaps a more basic problem
consider stepping up America's with these latest talks, a problem
part in weapons escalat\on.
ignited several days before Vance
Several other lesser but still got to Moscow, is Carter's initiaimportant issues remained rela- tive in the human rights arena. He
A man lights about fourteen backside saddle sores akin to
tively undiscussed as the talks and his friend Andrew Young,
stopped, including discussion on Ambassador to the United Na- Ohio Blue Tip Matches each day of festering boils.
Cole Younger's cousin, Sam, had
th e Middle East, conventional tions, have both been quick to his life. I am certain that the
arms sales and South Africa. speak their opinions on a variety of actual count is higher, for my lived in Cleveland Ohio and kept
statistics are based solely on the Jesse supplied with "Ohio Blues"
Vance did say that some discussion . issues.
groups have been arranged to
Even as Young was calling for use of "Ohio Blues" with regard by maintaining regular trips to see
American press censorship in the to the kindling of cigarettes, and Cole at the gang's hide out. In the
~ontinue talks on majo_r_ ~ssue~.
they do not take into consideration spring of 18 and 81 Sam was
Qther uses of the matches such as involved in a bar room fracus and
igniting brush fires as an aid in was shot dead. It seems he had
stampeding cattle or starting a been carousing with another wemen' s man and for his troublei!
friendly camp fire.
Suffice it to say that "Ohio received a load of #1 buckshot,
Blues" are a valuable commodity, fired at close range from a Winand 20th century man is made chester Model 97 shotgun, in the
secure in the knowledge that groin. Word has it that poor Sam
distribution makes the popular died an agonizing death.
That fall, Jesse sent Cole Youn
product available to him merely
via a jaunt to the corner grocery ger to Cleveland for Ohio Blue Tip
store ... But this was not always the Matches. The round trip took an
incredible one hundred and sixty
case.
The .company which manufac- seven days, and Cole, on arriving
tured Ohio Blue Tip Matches was back at the hide out, was fit to be
located in Wadsworth, Ohio, and in tied.
98
Cole: "Don't give me none of yer
18 and 80 distribution only included cities within the state of sweettalken crap, Jesse; how yer.
Ohio. "Ohio Blues" were packaged glad to see me and all that, cause
in a multicolored box the size of I'm in no mood after what I been
two large bars of soap stacked on through getten these here matches fer ya."
top of one another.
Jesse: "I am happy to see ya, ... "
The box contained 250 matches,
Cole: "Rode through two torand, as advertised, a man could
naaoes, got trapped in the Flimsey
strike them anywhere except in a
breast pocket. The multicolored Creek area and was nearly dry
box, the "Ohio Blues" in the box, gulched by a pack of maraudin'
the sure fire, all reminded Jesse of renegade-injuns, a bear treed me
home in Missouri and Mom's wood fer three days and nights, and if
.stove. God, he loved those matches. that ain't bad enough, take a whiff
The Jam es Gang, while operating of me - make a God damn pol cat
out of Missouri, often times pulled puke. No sense in you asken me to
off successful raiding parHes in do this again, cause I'd rather be
Kansas, Iowa and Illinois, but tied to a tree an pissed on by the
riever in Ohio because riding_ a_ entire Pinkerton Detective Agenpony that far developed in one's cy than make the trie a second

But how do human rights questions relate to the Strategic Arms
Limitations Talks, Book II? Carter
has made the already-discussed
threats about increasing American
fire power and yet he has also
spoken for human rights. One of
the most famous of the Soviet
dissidents, Andrei Sakharov, still
lives in the country in which
American threats can be pointed
and launched.
;
Perhaps in today's world where
only 495 milliOn people ("us" and
"them") have the a,bility to end life
for almost three billion, six hundred million other people (besides
ourselves), the respective leaders
should ask themselves: "Should I
be a Hitler, Stalin or Atilla? Or
should I be a Jesus, Herzl or a M.
Gandhi'?

and

RESURRECTION OF JESSE JAMES
time."
Jesse: "Cole, I. .. "
Cole: "No! The answer's a plain
no. If you want them matches
when yer out the next time, Jesse,
you can go fer yourself or quit
smoken. There's other brands of
matches, step down a notch ... or
rub sticks.together - I don't care - I
ain't goen again.'·'
So, when the last of the "Ohio
Blues" had been fired, Jesse quit
smoking.
You already know why Cole
.Younger quit.
Bob Dalton never did smoke to
begin with.
'
Frank James quit because he
said they made him smell like
horse shit.
Bob Younger quit because Jesse
quit.
Bob Ford told everyone He'd
quit, but it was a lie.

SPRING IS HERE

and Mosers is ready
with
s-hort sleeved
Rugby Shirts
·10 and up

***

***
and

L~vis ·f ashion ieans

in various colors
&_styles

•

-

Six months later.
Jesse: "Ya know Cole, I feel a
whole lot better since I quit them
cigarettes."
Cole: : "Mean ya stopped misse:ri
yer 'Ohio Blues', Jesse?"
Jesse: "No, I still miss em,
even more so since Mom died; but
them butt's was killen me. Have
ya noted - at the mornen gun
lessons - I'm spry a_s a kitten again;
don't have the hack no more
either?"
Cole: "I've taken a note of it
Jesse, and I'm proud of ya.''
Jesse: "Goes to show ya Cole, a
man's got to do what a man's got to
d "
-~--
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Nicholson acclaimed
NW 'coach of the year'
Central's vetera-n basketball
Coach Dean Nicholson capped a
fine season by last week being
voted as the Northwest Coach of
the Year.
_
Nicholson nipped St. Martin's
head man Dick Kaufman in balloting done by a 39-member panel of
regional sportswriters, sportscasters and collegiate sports information dir~ctors~
The Wildcats finished strong
this year with a fine 24-8 record,
and got as far as the quarterfinals
of the NAIA national tournament
in Kansas City. It was Central's
fourth straight appearance at the
national competition and the 11th
in the last J~ years.
'Central finished tied with Eastern fo r t he Evergreen Conference
title with both having 11-1 marks.
Cent ral however took the District
1 title by edging Eastern 66-59 in
the finals.
Another honor for the Central
club was Dave Oliver being nominated to the first team title
All-Northwest team. Oliver, who
was voted to the second team last
year, joins Ron Cox oI "Eastern,
Rick Walker and Tim Evens of the

University of Puget Sound and
Mark Wickman of Linfield.
Senior Wildcat Les Wyatt, who
made four straight trips back to
the nationals, was the only other
Central player being picked honorable mention.
- Other awards for the Central
forward pair of Oliver and Wyatt
were their selection to the NAIA

Hennessy clips his time
by 1.5 seconds

National All-American honorable
mention team. It was the second
conse_cutive season for Oliver,
while Wyatt also was tabbed
~uring his sophomore season
Central's Tom Powers and Dave
Olzendam were chosen by their
teammates for t his year's individual Wildcat awards. Olzendam,
senior guard from Bellevue, was
named for the Inspirational Award
while Powers, a junior from California the annual Willie Strange
Hustle Award.

Central tracksters placed first in west, Hennessy holds Wildcat
three events in a non-scoring records in the mile, two mile, three
college track meet held last week- mile, 10,000 meters and six mile
end at Spokane Community Col- events.
lege.
Central's other firsts were Dave
Two-time NAIA All-American Andrews with a 214-11 1/z javelin
Jim Hennessy clipped 1.5 seconds · throw and Jeff Hocker with a 21-3
off his previous best time in long jump. Mike Daniles of Central
winning the 5,000 meter run. posted a personal best of 162-10 in
Hennessy's winning time of
· placing fourth in the discus.
Other Central finishers: Ham14:27.06 bettered his effort that
placed him fifth in the nation last mer throw, 2. Henry Midles 146year. One of the top small college 11; discus, 3. Mitch Ringe 117-4;
distance runners in the North- Javelin, 1. Dave Andrews 214·
ll1/2, 3. Mike Hamilton 204-9;
3,000steeplechase, 2. Lou Bourdreaus 9:45.39, 4. Fred Hicks
10:53.17; 400 relay, 3. Central
WilQ_~l!t Kathleen IGipatrick (Mike Richter, Andy Sharp, 'Jim
won the 100 meter hurdles in 15.1. • Perry, John Wood) 44.5; Long
Pam Riggs took first in the 400 Jump, 1. Jeff Hocker 21-3, 4. Mike
meter dash in· 56.4 and Cindy Richey 20-1/4; 110 high hurdles, 2.
Tottle won the shot put with a toss Dean Erickson 14.12; High Jump,
. of 38-2 1/z for · Central's individual 2. Mike Boland 6-6; 400, 4. Briam
firsts. Central's mile relay of Heynestem 50.73; 400 IH, 4. Reed
Andrea Linn, Nancy Ehle, Sue Caudle 57.88; Pole vault, 3. Mike
Nevin and Pam Riggs took first in Boland 14-0; Discus, 4. Mike
tliat event with a 4:02.4 clocking. Daniels 162-10; 5,000, 1. Jim
Riggs ran a 55.9 leg. Kilpatrick, Hennessy 14:27.06; 1,500 relay, 3.
Riggs and the mile relay team all Central (Mike Anderberg, Gaylen
qualified for the regional track · George, Briam Heynstem, Brad
m~et.
Bull) 3:31.0
The team will travel to Cheney
on April 9 for a meet with Eastern
Washington.

Women host meet
Central's women's track team
finished third in a meet held at the
University ofldaho's Kibbie Dome
iast w~ek, tliey placed first in four
events and qualified for the regional meet .in three events.

DEAN NICHOLSON

Washington State won the meet
with 57 1/z points, Flathead Valley
College of Montana was second
with 39 and Central took third
with 34. Eastern Washington came
in fourth with 321/z points and
Idaho finished with seven.

Golfers t-off
for season
·central golfers opened their
· season last weekend in Walla
Walla finishing third in the Whitman College Invitational.
Columbia Basin Commumty College captured the three day tournament by finishing strongly over
second place Gonzaga of Spokane.
Central's Paul Dalton finished
fourth individually a 54-hole totai
of 226. The medalist of the tourney
was Columbia Basin's Kim Hubbart with a score of 218.
"We just got practice under'Yay
four days before the tourney and
by finishing third I thought we did
fairly good," said Wildcat Coach
Stan Sorenson. "We have a long
ways_ to go though."
Central's next action will be
next Tuesday and Wednesday at
Fircrest golf in Tacoma in the
Universtiy of Puget Sound Invita·
tional.

"Compare and you'll bet your bottom
dollar on us.
"Because we're the only line of 100%
naturaLcotton 14ounce denim jeans in the
world ,without 'jeans .problems'.
"Sedgefield Do-Nothing ~· denim with the
amazing Sanfqr-Set* process.
"That's our built-in competitive edge.
"And the reason we bedt their panJs off.

"SEDGEFIELD JEANS
DON'T SHRINK OUT·OF·SIZE.
"You're never in a pinc::h or bind with us
because, regardless of how many times we're
washed, the size you buy is the size we stay.

"SEDGEFIELD .JEANS
DON'T NEED IRONING."Throw away your iron. Because we' re
so wrinkle-resistant we come out of the washer
and drier 'ready to wear.'

"SEDGERELD JEANS
START OUT NICE AID SOFT.
"We won't 'stiff' you because we start
out soft Qnd get softer, faster.

"SEDGEFIELD JEANS
DON'T COST ABUNDLE.
0ur biggest edge? The price you ~fon't pay
for Do-Nothing because we CQSt no more than the
regular price of the biggest seller.

Powers,Olzendam

11

"IF WE'RE LYING
YOU GET YOUR MONEY BACK.
"Because we've got an unconditional 1-year
warranty: Just send us back our jeans and we'll
replace them. Or refund your money
"lntereste~ enough to try us on for size?
"Then just dial this toll free nutllbe.r:

"TO FllD SEDGEFIELD JEANS NEAR YOU
DIAL 800 T·H·E E·D·G·U'

receive awards

•

Individual basketball honors
were bestowed during spring vacation to Central Wildcat guards
Tom Powers and Dave Olzendam.
In voting hy team members,
Powers was named winner of the •
annual hustle Award and · Olzendam was named the Inspiration
Award winner.
Powers is a 6-4 junior who saw
few starting opportunities, but
came off the bench often to excite
a Wildcat rally. Powers played •
high school ball at Pleasant Valley
High School in Chico, California
and was a member of the state
championship community college
squad at Butte Community College.
_
0lz~ndam a senior, started in
most Wildcat games this season •
and in Coach Nicholson's words:
"His is one of the tough spots we
will have to fill before next year."
During the recent National Association of Intercollegiat e Athletics Na t ional Championship tournament in Missouri, Olzendam
spent most of three days in his
hotel room with the flu. His rapid
recovery at' tip-off of Central's
opening game was an inspiration
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The Associated Students Board
of Control is interested in finding
the current student views on
opening the campus to social and
service fraternities and sororities.
Please help us decide by expressing your ideas at a meeting
Monday, April 25, 1977, at 7:30 pm
in SUB 104.
FINANCIAL AID

During the 1977-78 academic
year, Fidelity Mutual Savings
Bank will be awarding $50,000 to
students through the Fidelity Bank
Scholarship Program.
1
The criteria for the scholarship
·is as follows:
The student must be a resident
of the State of Washington; must
be attending a Washington two or
four year college or university or
be a high school senior planning to
attend a Washington two or four
year college or university beginning Sept., 1~77, (as defined by the
Office of the Registrar of the
college or university they are
attending) and must have a minimum grade point of 3.00. Students
must indicate some need for
financial assistance. Applicants
may be either male or female and
of any ethnic origin.
Applications must be submitted
through the Financial Aid Office of
the college attended.
After reviewing the applications, the committee will make the
final selection of scholarship recipients· and determine the amount to
be a warded according to guidelines established by the committee
and in accordance with the eligibility requirements. Checks covering
the individual awards will be sent
to the Financial Aid Office of the
· college or· university the recipient

LIBRARY TOURS
April 11 through April 14 at 2
pm, and at 3 pm there will be
introductory tours of the College
Library. The tours_ are for anyone
who wants to get to know how to
find their way around the library.
Tours begin by the card catalog
'inside the main entrance. Everyone is welcome.
BEOG APPLICATIONS 1977~78

will be attending iii Sept., 1977,
1977-78 FINANCIAL AID
with instructions for its use for ,
APPLICATIONS
educational expenses of the stu,
dent named.
Althou.ghthedeadlinehaspassed,
A limited number of applica- applications for financial aid for
tions for the Fidelity Mutual 1977-78 are still available in the
Savings Bank Scholarships are Office of Financial Counseling and ·
now available in the Office ·of.Financial Aid, Barge 209. Students
Financial Aid, Barge 209.
applying for financial aid at Cen- .
Deadline for submission of appli-tral for 1977-78 must complete the
cations is June 30, 1977.
confidential statement and the
SUMMER NDSL LOAN
Cen~ral appl~cation form. Late
APPLICATIONS
· applicants will depend solely on
availability of funds after awards
have been made to "on time"
Applications for summer Naapplicants. Undergraduate stutional Direct Students Loans may
be picked up until April 22, 1977, dents are also required to comin the Office of Financial Counsel- plete BEOG application forms.

Aid for the 1977-78 school year. All ·.
undergraduate students are eligible to apply. All undergraduate
students applying for other types .·· ~
of financial aid or required to
_submit a BEOG application. · A-11
notification of BEOG eligibility
must be sent to the Office of >,
Financial Aid whether it indicates ~;
eligible or ineligible. Awards of .
financial aid will not be made to
Applications fo:t the Basic Edu- undergraduate students until the
cational Opportunity Grant (BEOG) Financial Aid Office has the Basic
are now available in the Office of Educational Opportunity Student
Fina~cial Counsclhtg and _Finan~iaj ~ligibility Repo~t.

ing and Financial Aid, Barge 209.
FINANCIAL AID CHECKS
To qualify for a loan, applicants
SPRING QUARTER
must have been enrolled spring
quarter 1977 at ~ Central. The · Financial aid checks are curdeadline for submission of the aid rently being disbursed in the
applications to the Office of Finan- Cashier's Office; 2nd floor Mitchell
cial Aid is April 29, 1977.
Hall. Checks not claimed' by April
EXIT INTERVIEW
~2. 1977, will be cancelled.
INFORMATION
For all students' last quarter at EMPLOYM~NT CLEARANCE
Central receiving a National Direct Student Loan, an appointAll students employed on camment must be made for an exit pus must obtain an employment
interview. Call the Office of Stu- clearance form from the Student
dent Accounts, 963-3546, or go to Employment O~fice, ~arge 101. A
the second floor of Mitchell. The clearance for~ is r~qmred for ea~h
office is located just behind the · department m which a student IS
cashier near the accounting section . .employed.
SCHOLARSHIP ASSEMBLY
SUMMER WORK STUDY
The Annual Scholarship and
EMPLOYMENT
Award Assembly sponsored by
Those students interested in the Office of Financial Aid will be
being placed on a college work on May 24 in Grupe Conference .
study job (part-time or full-time) Center between ·4 and 5 pm. Any
for the summer may place their organization or department of-.
names on a sign-up roster in the fering scholarships or awards to
Office of Student Employment, students 'for the 1977-78 school
Barge 101, until April 22, 1977. An year and who wish to participate
information sheet will be available in the Awards Assembly are
explaining eligibility, process for encouraged to contact the Office of
Financial Aid Barge 209, or call
applying, etc.
3-1611 before -~fay ~· -

"IT IS OUR AIM TO HELP, LOVE, AND LIFT ONE ANOTHER BY
OFFERING AN ENERGY CENTER DEDICATED TO lHE HEAL TH OF
OUR PHYSICAL, EMOTIONAL AND SPIRITUAL BODIES ·
NEXT CLASS:
TAROT, THE MEDITATION OF DIVINATION
a six week course covering the uses of Tarot as
meditational aid, spiritual guide, and tool for greater
understanding in our lives.
Time: April 17, 7 :oo p.m . and the following five
Sundays.
Where:
Fee:

Ellensburg Energy Center, 213 West 3rd

$15.00

SPRING BUYS
FROM THE FAMILY DAIRY
ON THE COUNTRY SIDE
OF WES·T 15th

..
..

I

*2%MILK

*GRADE A

MILK

*PAST/HOMO
·

'

"'''

MILK

6

7 ¢ V2GALLON ~,
.·.

~~~

66¢V2GALLON i
::::

6?¢1h GALLON 'II

Winegar's ••·•
·Locm.d Just 8 Blocks West Of Nicholson Pavlllon

411W.11~

•• 121-1121 ~MonclaythruSaturday1 p~.-1p.m.
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ta
PRESENTS ITS OWN SPRING SCHED.ULE!
**********************•*•*************lt•t••••••*******************************iHtlAAA*************************

·BEEROLOGY:

* . TOO FER TU ESDAVS
-*HAPPY HOURS 11 - 1 3 - 5 EVERY AFTERNOON
KEGGERS - KEGS 23 50 (12.00 DEPOSIT)
GALLONS - 2° 0 BRING YOUR OWN JUGS!
BUCKETS OF BEER - GREAT FOR GROUPS
HARDCORE HAPPY HOUR MAY 21ST

*
*
*
*

*****~*************•**************************************************************************************
,

.DELIVERY:
* · TILL

2 AM DAILY 925-1111 925-2222

RESTAURANT ECONOMICS
*PIZZAS:· 8" 1O" 12" 14" 16" SU PER! & 24"
* GRINDERS: SMALL MEDIUM & LARGE WOW!
* NEW FOOD ITEMS~ 5 PM-2 AM EVERY WEEK
THE MIA CLUBHOUSE w~ SALAD $ l
FRENCH DIP w~ SALAD $1 95
CLAM CHOWDER $1 25 & $1 95

9

5

···········**************************************************************************************************
.

.

RECREATION:
-

..

*AMUSEMENTS:
CAPTAIN FANTASTIC *
* QUICK DRAW *
* SPACE MISSION *
* WIZARD *

*

•

*POOL*

* FOOSBALL *
***INDY 400CARRACE ·* * *
···········•*************************************************************************************************•

SWEEPSTAKES·:
* OVER $·10,000.00 IN GUARANTEED PRIZES100 NUMBERS THIS WEEK SEE PAGE 2

